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Introduction

Little published information exists about how teachers are compensated in

independent schools, even though median faculty salary figures are avail-

able. Yet for school heads, boards of trustees, and faculty committees

considering some modification of existing compensation, how teachers are

paid is as important as the dollar amounts involved. What we call the

"structure" of faculty salary systems is the major focus of this report.

This study came about as the result of our own interest and of the

growing interest in salary issues expressed by heads of schools and NAIS.

Intense interest in our preliminary findings, presented at the 1983 NAIS

annual conference, in Anaheim, confirmed our earlier assessment of the need

for such information.

Why are so few data available on faculty salary systems? Perhaps

simple inertia has prevented greater exploration and sharing of information

among and within schools about salary systems. Embarrassment about lack of

resources or past inattention to this subject might have prompted reluc-

tance to share the information that is available.

Initially, we considered two approaches to the compensation issue:

(1) a survey of a large number of NAIS member schools to determine basic

salary structures and levels, with a summary statistical compilation of the

survey results; and (2) a deeper investigation of a much smaller sample of

NAIS schools, involving a more detailed and qualititatilre description of

fewer salary systems and using a case study approach. The choice narrowed

to covering a larger number of schools more superficially or describing

fewer schools more thoroughly.

-1-



Once NAIS reached the decision to sponsor the study, regional meetings

among more than 100 interested school heads were called for the express

purpose of answering several questions.

What uses would be made of a study of faculty compensation

systems, and who would the audience be?

Which of the two proposed formats would be preferred by those

who used the study?

What types of issues around the central theme of faculty compen-

sation would be most useful to explore?

Should schools included in the study be specifically identified,

or should they remain anonymous in the final report?

Would most schools, if selected, be willing to participate as

subjects for such a study, considering the close scrutiny and

faculty participation involved?

As a result of information gained from these meetings with school

heads as well as consultation with state and regional association execu-

tives and guidance from NAIS vice president John Bachman, independent

school financial consultant John Shank, and Harvard professors Roland

Barth, Tony Bryk, and Jerome Murphy, we reached several decisions about

the character of the study.

We decided that the report would concent.iate on a case study approach,

with fewer schools to be studied in greater detail. Further, issues to be

covered in the report would include salary structure, performance pay,

differing treatment of extracurricular responsibilities, the decision-

making process surrounding salaries, faculty perception of and satisfaction

with the salary system, and available financial resources of schools to

meet salary obligations.

We believed that school heads would be enthusiastic about participa-

ting in the study if their schools were E.Plected. Schools finally chosen
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for the study would remain anonymous in the final report, but a thorough

description of each school's characteristics would be included. Finally,

readers might use the report by adapting characteristics of the models

described to their own schools as a guide to modifying their existing

salary systems.

Sample selection

The decision to use the case study approach meant careful attention

to selecting a sample. To select nine schools from the universe of over

900 NAIS members required specific criteria for diversity as well as for

commonality. These criteria consisted of regional distribution and diver-

sity of school size, school type, grade levels, and financial resources.

We felt, however, that all schools finally selected should have have one

characteristic in common: commitment to a high level of faculty compensa-

tion. To meet this criterion, a School had to be in the top 50 per cent of

NAIS norms for its region and type in median teacher salaries. We felt

that the final sample should include schools representing a wide range of

salary structures, each adapted to its school's unique characteristics.

We constructed a preliminary list of about 100 schools based on recom-

mendations from school heads, association executives, and consultants. We

asked each of these schools for permission to review confidential financial

and descriptive information in the NAIS data bank. Using the criteria

named above, we made our final selection, with diversity of approach and

strong commitment to high faculty salaries as our parlmount considerations.

Thematic Overview

To compare and contrast the various methods of salary distribution and
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decision making in the schools described, we have organized our report

around several major issues. Besides the obvious similarities and differ-
'

ences among the sample schools--size, type, location, grade level, philos-

ophy, leadership, history--the schools also differ in a number of ways that

are highly relevant to the issue of faculty compensation. By describing

the sample schools in detail under selected thematic headings, given below,

we hope to focus attention on the issues central. to any faculty

compensation system.

Description of structure

Most schools in the sample have some sort of base salary schedule.

We have asked whether this schedule is available in printed form for

examination by teachers, whether the base scale is adjusted annually or

indexed to inflation, and whether salary step differentials are of even

size, either in percentage or in absolute amount. We have included the

criteria for computing the base--age, experience in teaching, level of

education, compensation for dormitory duty.

The salary systems are typified by their location along a continu-

um that ranges from informal and unstructured to highly structured and

explicit salary systems. A major issue in this section is the difference

among methods of determining a faculty member's base salary upon entry into

the system and the subsequent determination of annual increases. The range

and variety of the salary structures (from least to most explicit) of all

the schools' salary plans was a major reason for their inclusion in the

siudy; this characteristic would enable us to cover the spectlum of

approaches ,11:-; broadly and specifically as possible.

11
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Performance pay

Whether people should be paid for the quality, not just the quantity,

of the work they perform is a controversial issue among independent school

teachers as well as those who teach in public sch,,els. We have selected

schools representing diverse philosophical approaches to this issue. Many

schools label this aspect of their compensation package "merit pay." We

prefer to call it "performance pay." Ranges of performance pay are pre-

sented both in dollar amounts and as a percentage of a teacher's total

salary. We have assessed the effect of performance pay on recruiting,

retaining, and rewarding teachers by asking faculty members for their

attitudes on the subject.

Flow decisions concerning performance pay are made emerges from answers

to a series of questions: By whom is performance pay determined? On what

criteria is the decision made? Are those criteria specific and written?

Are performance pay decisions retractable the following year? Is the per-

formance of teachers formally evaluated? Are teachers aware of the process

by which performance pay decisions are made? Are they aware how much

performance pay they actually receive? Are teachers apprised of how they

perform in comparison to other faculty members? Does performance pay

actually inspire better teching? How does performance pay atiect rela-

tions among faculty memhr-? How closely do teachers' personal philosoph-

ical commitments to the concept of performance pay coincide with their

schools' philosophies on this issue?

Compensation "or nonteaching responsibilitjes

Discuss .un of thi:j 1:.;:me focuses on the answer to a simple question:

Does a school offer additional compensation for requiied or expected extra-
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curricular responsibilities? If the answer to this question is yes, then

how that pay is determined becomes another question of interest. Is this

area of responsibility part of performance pay? Are those who take on more

extracurricular work paid more, or does some difference in the nature or

quality of the activities themselves determine differing compensation

levels? Philosophically, do schools consider these responsibilities to be

in some sense peripheral to the major activity of teaching, or are they so

integral to school life that in no way are they to be looked upon as extra?

If considered above and beyond the major activity of teaching, which non-

teaching activities are redly extras--dorm supervision in boarding

schools? intramural sports for the coaching staff? field trips? school

newspaper advising for the English teacher? school plays for the drama

teacher? A great diversity of opinion on these issues exists among the

sample schools.

The decision making process

How the salary system in each schbol has developed seems to offer

insight into the role of teachers--individually or as committee members--

the head of the school and/or other administrators, and the board of trus-

tees in determining salary levels for teachers. How do faculty compensa-

tion committees formulate their recommendations, and how are these received

by higher-level decision makers? How closely are their recommendations

followed? Do faculty members have some influence over how salary increases

are distributed, or do they merely recommend an overall dollar or percent-

age increase? Does the strength of faculty influence depend on the person-

ality of a few key teachers, or is that influence due to the "institution-

al" nature of a faculty salary committee?
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The role of the faculty in salary decisions depends in large part on

the nature of the salary system itself; but it also depends on the role of

the head of the school. How long has the head served in his or hor post?

Is faculty influence related to the explicitness of the salary system?

What is the relation between the board of trustees and the faculty on this

issue? To the extent that such questions may be answered in an interview,

rather than by more extended observational study, they are explored in this

report.

Teaching as a career

Can independent schools continue to attract and retain the best

teachers? Society's support for education has declined, both financially

and philosophically. Independent schools perhaps represent a contrast to

this decline. Since parents may be willing to pay burgeoning tuitions for

high-quality education for their children, independent school teachers may

not feel the same societal distrust for their profession as their public

school colleagues do.

The generally inadequate salary levels for highly trained and commit-

ted professionals in independent schools do, however, give teachers reason

to question teaching as a career-long profession. A lifetime of financial

worry, of the need for a working spouse, of soaring college tuitions for

one's children, of high housing costs that sometimes make it impossible to

live close to work, give teachers reason to wonder about the teaching

profession. To consider a career in teaching involves far more than just

salary. We discuss the broader questions of career primarily as they touch

on the issue of compensation.
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Resource base for instructional salaries

In most independent schools, the relation between tuition and salary

levels is strong and direct. Nevertheless, some schools have other sources

of income that relate, directly or indirectly, to faculty salaries: endow-

ment, annual giving, summer programs, specific fund-raising events. Does a

school need to be highly endowed to pay high salaries? What is the rela-

tion between the financial resource base of a school and its instructional

salary level and/or salary system?

Nonsalary benefits add considerably to the instructional budgets of

schools. What unusual benefits do schools offer that are important to

faculty members? What percentage of the instructional budget do nonsalary

benefits represent, and how has this changed over the years? Do schools

offer automatic tuition remission for all faculty children? Given inade-

quate salaries, do teachers consider the nonsalary be t packages in

their schools to be an important factor in deciding whether to join the

faculty of a particular school and whether or not to renew their contracts

from year to year?

We realize that nonsalary benefits have more than a peripheral impact

on faculty salaries. For the purpose of this study, we have included

information about nonsalary benefits only as it affects issues of salary or

teachers' decisions to remain on the staffs of their schools.

Research Methodology

Because we selected the final sample of nine schools on the basis of each

school's distinctiveness in the single dimension of faculty salary struc-

tures, and thus not randomly, it would be inappropriate for us to general-

ize beyond those schools to all NAIS member schools. Readers may find that
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characteristics of several of the case studies apply to their own schools.

In this way, some degree of comparison among schools may be possible.

Within each school, however, generalizing about the entire faculty's

experience, attitudes, and opinions is high:.y desirable. Therefore, our

sampling methods for selecting teachers to participate in the study were

quite different from those we used in selecting schools. Teachers were

selected at random, under a general guideline of choosing one teacher for

every eight full-time-equivalent faculty members in the school. In smaller

schools, we employed some degree of oversampling, so that in no school did

we interview fewer than five teachers. If initial selection did not result

in an accurate reflection of subject areas, experience levels, and grade

levels, we used stratified random sampling techniques. As closely as pos-

sible, generalizations about teachers' attitudes drawn from those teachers

actually interviewed should accurately reflect the attitudes of the entire

faculty of each of the schools in the study.

One or both of us visited the schools for one or two days in all

cases. Our visits usually involved two sessions with the head of the

school and interviews with the business manager, a trustee, at least one

other school administrator, sometimes a parents' committee member, a

faculty compensation committee member--if such a committee existed in the

school--and interviews with the random sample of teachers. Interviews

ranged from 40 minutes to more than an hour in length. We developed two

interview instruments--one for administrators, another for teachers. These

two instruments, combined with open-ended, in-depth interviewing, were our

major data-gathering techniques. We studied documentation of each school's

faculty compensation systen, financial resources, and other relevant

materials thoroughly before making our visits.
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The final size of the teacher sample was 78. Since our selection

methods also allowed for a degree of generalization about all the teachers

in the nine schools, it was possible for us to assess responses from the

faculties by means of computerized data analysis. The results of this

analysis appear in the final section of this report. The bulk of the

report consists of detailed descriptions of the salary structure of each

school in the sample and how the structure functions in that particular

school.

The sequence of case studies is based on the salary structure of the

schools along a continuum ranging from least to most explicit. We advise

readers to read the "Description of structure" section for all nine schools

first in order to appreciate the diversity of approaches employed in NAIS

schools.

Many more issues surround the question of faculty compensation than we

can treat here. We have attempted to select the more significant themes

that surfaced from our interviews with administrators and teachers and to

organize our report around these themes. In this way, we try to demon-

strate similarities and contrasts within and between schools centering on

what we hope are the issues of greatest interest to independent schools.



Hilltop School

Hilltop School, a relatively new coeducational day school enrolling 400

students in grades K-8, is surrounded by expensive houses in a suburban

metropolitan area in the western part of the United States.

Over the past 16 years, the head of Hilltop has helped the school

achieve its current prosperity. In many ways, he has served as its

founder, even though the school had been in existence several years prior

to his arrival. The faculty salary system is no "system" at all, except

that it operates within guideline- that the head has developed for himself.

Hilltop's faculty is well paid in comparison with teachers in all

other NAIS member schools. Faculty salaries fall within the top 10 per

cent of similar NAIS schools in the region ar.d are actually higher at some

levels than salaries paid in most of the nearby public school districts.

The head's own standards are clearly reflected in the approach he uses in

determining salaries. These standards include paying teachers as well as

the school can possibly afford to do while at the same time ensuring t at

job performance is the most significant factor in the head's decision about'

the salary the teacher earns.

The median faculty salary in 1982-83 was $22,500, and in 1983-84 it

exceeded $23,600, not including performance pay increases provided by the

school in the form of a year-end bonus paid in June. The range of faculty

salaries in 1983-84 was $17,300-$32,900.

Description of structure

Salaries for entering teachers are primarily determined by the number

-11-
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of years of teaching experience brought to Hilltop. Teachers believe that

they can sometimes improve on the initial salary offered by articulate

negotiation with the head. The head, however, states that he makes his

best offer and dors not engage in further salary negotiations. He makes

every effort to ensure that incoming faculty members are paid salaries that

in terms of past experience are comparable to those paid teachers already

on the staff. If a teacher has a background in mathematics or science,

that may further increase the entry-level salary offered.

Before 1981-82, annual salary readjustments reflected across-the-

board increases based on inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index.

Additional compensation reflected performance pay based on teaching per-

formance. In 1981-82, performance pay was excluded from base salary, and

instead a one-time bonus was paid in a separate check at the end of June.

For example, a teacher earning $22,000 in 1981-82 received an increase of

10 per cent for the 1982-83 school year plus a performance pay bonus

between $500 and 42,500. This was the first time the school used_a bonus

approach to compensation. The bonus system depends on endowment and other

interest income earned each year. In 1982-83, the head explained to the

faculty that, although all teachers had received a bonus at the end of the

previous year, in the future performance pay boauses would not necessarily

be awarded to the entire faculty.

Over a 10 -year period, the head has struggled to make Hilltop's sal-

aries more competitive with those of the public schools. Every three or

four years, he compares the salaries of Hilltop's teachers with those of

teachers having similar experience at area public schools to ensure that

Hilltop's salaries remain competitive. In his opinion, all the teachers

Hilltop hires :;hould be excellent and contribute as needed to the welfare

IS
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of the community. in return, he will ensure that Hilltop's teachers are

competitively paid. It is the school's goal to offer the highest salaries

of any independent elementary school in the country. In return, the school

expects commitment and a high level of performance and enthusiasm from the

faculty. Prom our intervieq with teachers, it is apparent that the

faculty feels considerable enthusiasm for and commitment to the school.

The faculty trusts the head. Most teachers, however, realize that the

particular approach to salaries that this head uses could be misused by

another head having less concern for teachers' salaries. Seventy per cent

of the faculty like and support the current salary approach, provided the

present head remains. Another 30 per cent would prefer a different

approach. These teachers would prefer a more systematic, criteria-based

decision-making process to -be-used in awarding performance pay and in

.

establishing entry-level salaries. According to one teacheri-some teachers

think the salary s:,:tam is unfair, particularly for those who are neither

willing nor able to negotiate successfully for higher salaries when they

enter the school.

Although no formal performance evaluation system or any formal plan

for class visits and observation exists at Hilltop, most teachers do

believe that the head develops an understanding of the pulse of the school

from conversations with parents and students, informal discussions with

teachers, and periodic walks through the hallways. The head believes he

has a good sense of the teaching effectiveness of each faculty member that

he can translate into appropriate and fair salary decisions.

The school's support for high faculty salaries is based on the

rationale that each teacher carries a significant load. Faculty members

teach 1,600 minutes a week in addition to other responsibilities, and in

2,e
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grades 4-8 teachers see 90 or more students a day. At Hilltop, greater

workloada:-)1 fewer teachers translates into higher salaries. The faculty

is not aware, however, that the school supports higher pay partially as a

direct consequence of greater workload.

Performance pay

Performance pay is a major part of the salary system at Hilltop

School. No specific written criteria or standards measure performance pay,

but all teachers are aware that it exists. Formerly, performance pay was

added to base salary. Now it comes in the form of a once-a-year annual

bonus paid in June. Both head and faculty believe that the most important

criteria for performance pay are classroom effectiveness, professional

relations among faculty members, and quality of relations with parents.

All teachers received bonuses ranging from $500 to $2,500 at the end

of the 1981-82 academic year. The school's position on performance pay is

that, while all teachers received it in the first year (1981-82), in the

future it will be awarded only to those teachers who best meet the three

criteria mentioned above.

Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

Very few extracurricular activities exist at Hilltop, and the school

provides few opportunities for extra compensation. Exceptions to this

practice are rare but include admission testing, for which two teachers are

paid 3100 for each session they conduct, and parent seminars, for which the

coordinator is paid $75 per meeting.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries demonstrates how Hilltop's salary system operated in 1982-83.
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Experience
Beginner. Middle -rand Long-term

Agf! n 37 50

Years of experience 2 12 26

Degree B.A. M.A. M.A.

Base pay $17,000 $25,000 $31,000

Extracurricular Testing--$100
activities. Coachil.3 per session

Performance pay: bonus
based on '81-82 ranges 0-$2,500

Total salary $17,000-
$19,500

0-$2,500

$25,000-
$27,500

0-$2,500

$31,000-
$33,500

The decision-making process

The faculty is not involved in salary deliberation:, at the Hilltop

School. Until recently, the head of the school did not share his thoughts

or solicit advice from any members of the staff. However, the lower and

upper school directors (positions recently created) now give the head

information on teachers' performance, which he uses when making salary

decisions. The teachers interviewed did not express interest in being more

involved in decisions about compensation. The faculty believes It is well

paid, and by independent school norms that is true. Teachers realize that

the head believes in providing a significant salary and benefits package.

The one area about which the head does ask for teachers' opinions is

benefits. Some teachers wanted dental insurance, and others were concerned

about having a better retirement insurance program as well as life insur-

ance. The school has made improvements in these areas. Faculty represen-

tatives on the board's Faculty Support Committee provide board and head

with information about faculty attitudes toward benefits.

2 )
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Toaohinu ,e; a eaveei

All t.edelierf; interviewed at the Ililltop ;lellool believe lily tie betiet

eompenr;aed than they could he at any °Liter school, lt they decide to

remain in teaehin(A, they will probably stay at. Hilltop. Hilltop teaclwr!;

are concerned about the low status and relatively low rtalarieL; of the

teachlnd profe;I:iion as a whole.

The teachers are ambivalent about financial pressure to MOVC into

administration. Several express interest in administration for both finan-

cial and professional reasons. Others wish to remain in teaching and have

no interest in administration. Part of the pressure to consider an admin-

istrative position is the cost of housing in this part of the country.

Houses near the school that once sold for $70,000 are now selling for

$250,000-$1,000,000 and more. Teachers can no longer afford to live near

the school and must commute half an hour or longer from apartments and

houses they can afford--a matter that is of as much concern to the head and

the board as it is to the faculty. As yet, no specific actions have been

taken to alleviate the problem.

Resource base for instructional salaries

The Hilltop School, only sixteen years old, has already built an en-

dowment of $1.6 million. The budget is balanced primarily through tuition

income. An annual fund drive raises money that goes directly into endow-

ment rather than operations. This has helped to increase the endowment

fund, the income from which is dedicated to increasing faculty salaries.

The school's administrative overhead is low. The head and the

director of development are the only full-time administrators. The heads

of the lower and upper schools teach 60 per cent of the time, and the
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The possihiLity for major inequities extbtb in a :salary system like

Hilltop's, and faculty members know it. Teachers enterin,j the school with

similar degrees and experience may find themselves starting at different
A

salaries, depending on what skills they bring, on how the head evaluates

their previous record, and, in the opinion of some teachers, on how

effective they are in negotiating their starting salary.

Hilltop's approach to salaries is neither structured nor explicit.

Teachers are expected to work hard and to be committed to the school. In

turn, they are compensated competitively. They may earn a performance pay

bonus, but it does not become part of their base salary and may not be

repeated from year to year. Teachers seem pleased with their salaries and

view them as high when compared with those of other schools.

The lack of a formal salary structure gives the head considerable

discretion in setting salaries for entering teachers and in determining

performance pay. The teachers generally accept this concept, but with some

reservations about the potential for inconsistency.
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dont.!; locatod in a M.101. metropolitan aroa in tho oa:;torn United :;tat:;.

Tho pro!wid- head ha:; :;et'vis in her po:;itjon for over '20 year.

Le!;lio doo:; not have' a hiOiy LAItictirod r,t expliLit alary :;y:dout.

Atthouyh the head's practice of distributinq salaries follows a salary

scilo that she developed, the scale is neither published nor availabLo to

the faculty. Most teachers are unaware that a scale exists and is the

basis for determining their salaries. For a number of years, higher

faculty salaries have been a major priority for The Leslie School's admin-

istration and board. Between 1979 and 1984, faculty salaries increased 61

per cent, which now places Leslie in the top 10 per cent of NAIS schools in

the East. Leslie's median salary was $21,500 in 1982-83 and $23,500 in

1983-B4.

The head believes that the current salary s..;tem encourages senior,

more experienced faculty members to remain at the school and that it

attracts and holds excellent new teachers, thus rewarding both experience

and performance. The system rewards teaching experience gained at Leslie

over outside experience--a policy designed to retain the staff. The

largest portion of each year's salary increase is due either to a year of

experience added or to inflation.

Faculty members believe that experience is the most important factor

in their annual salary increases, but they vary greatly in their

perceptions of additional objectives in the salary structure. Some believe

that the system is designed primarily to attract qualified teachers, while

-18-
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longer teachers remain at Leslie the farther ahead they move in comparison

with new teachers having similar experience. The unpublished schedule

employed at Leslie moves the faculty up through 26 steps, representing 26

years, to a top salary of $30,000 in 1983-84. However, these steps corres-

pond exactly to years of experience only for those teachers who have been

at Leslie in all of the interveninrr years.

In 1982 -83, the head developed a two-column approach to Leslie's

salary schedUle that makes it possible to narrow differentials in pay

between newcomers and more senior faculty members as a result of outstand-

ing performance and extensive involvement in the school's extracurricular

life.

The first column, with the 26 steps just mentioned, is the basic

scale. The second column begins at the same entry level--$14,500 in

1983-84--but after the first three years the steps increase at a faster

rate than those in the first column. Whether and when a teacher advances

to column 2 is based on the head's evaluation of his or her contribution to

the life of the school, the amount of time given, ac,kvities undertaken,

and the quality of the teacher's classroom performance.

The step increases in column 2 provide approximately $900 for every

additional year of experience at Leslie, while those in column 1 average

$600. A ninth-year teacher in column 1 of the salary schedule was earning

$20,000 in 1983-84, whereas a ninth-year teacher in column 2 was earning

$21,000.

Two types of increases occurred in 1983-84: the step increase--$600

in column 1, $900 in column 2--and an overall increase in the entire salary

base. The increase in the salary base added from $300 to $800, depending

on one's step placement. From 1979 to 1984, overall faculty salary

27
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increases have ranged from a low of 6 per cent to a high of 17 per cent.

The top salary earned in 1983-84 in the year 26 of column 1 was $30,000 and

in column 2 was $33,000.

In theory, the head has total discretion in determining salaries.

Because of the lack of any published salary schedule, and because the

teachers are not privy to the salary guideline described above, some confu-

sion exists about how salary decisions are reached. The faculty reflects

uneasiness about not knowing what criteria are used to determine salaries.

Although teachers are reluctant to discuss actual dollars earned, they

often share information about the percentage increases they receive. The

head is concerned about this. For 1983-84, individual teachers' salary

increases ranged from 6 to 16 per cent, with the larger increases often

occurring at the lower end of the pay scale, where salary growth in dollars

is lower but where the school makes a concerted effort to move teachers

quickly to a living wage. Discussion of this kind of information has

_

caused some morale problems when those receiving the higher percentage

increases announce their raises to those who receive lower ones.

Although most teachers interviewed agree that the salaries and the

salary system work well in recruiting and retaining faculty members, a few

are quite concerned about the salaries of younger teachers at Leslie,

because the cost of living in the metropolitan area makes it difficult for

a young single teacher or major breadwinner to exist on what Leslie pays.

Performance pay

Both the head and the faculty state that performance pay is part of

every teacher's total pay package. No clear criteria exist for determining

performance pay, however, and teachers have no idea what per cent of their

2
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salary reflects performance pay. One teacher spoke of a recent curricular

contribution she had made in addition to her normal teaching load. She did

not know whether her salary for the following year reflected this work.

She might have been moved to column 2 for her special performance, but she

would have no way of knowing it.

Teachers support the concept of performance pay. They know that the

head makes all faculty salary decisions personally, yet they believe that

department heads are in the best position to know the quality of their

teaching. The head o:7 the school reports that only a very small per cent

of each teacher's sal, and annual increases reflects performance pay.

Once a teacher's experience-based salary has been set according to the

head's salary guideline, and once the effect of advanced degrees and

involvement in extracurricular life have been figured int that base

salary, very little money remains for performance pay for the quality of

teaching. The faculty clearly is not aware of this reality, for teachers

believe that performance pay makes up a"larger share of their total salary

than is actually the case.

A major decision the head makes about performance pay is whether and

when a teacher moves from the first salary column to the faster-increasing

column 2. The head tends to move a teacher any time after the third year

at Leslie. As noted above, the pay differentials between columns 1 and 2

during years 5-15 of teaching can be as much as $900 per year.

The head's stated criteria for moving a teacher from column 1 to

column 2 include teaching effectiveness, rapport with students, interest in

professiona- growth, and the ability to motivate and help students develop.

The head considers workload a very important element of salary calculations

and column placement. Workload includes average number of classes,
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coaching, and other administrative and extracurricular activities, both

volunteer and assigned. The head generally adds to the base salary an

additional stipend of up to $1,000 for head (home room) teachers, up to

$2,000 for department heads, and up to $500 for specific coaching assign-

ments. None of these specific stipends is stated in a teacher's contract,

however, or otherwise known to the teacher.

Formal evaluation of teachers does not exist at The Leslie School.

During his or her first year, a teacher may be visited by the department

head at least once and, may have regular weekly, biweekly, or monthly

conferences with the department head about curriculum and other classroom-

related issues. The head of the school receives a report from the depart-

ment and/or division head about new teachers, but generally only if they

stand out in some way, and such reporting is verbal. The teacher is not

aware of what has been conveyed to the head concerning performance.

Division heads visit in hallways and make brief visits in classrooms

during the year. Teachers do not view these as opportunities to be

observed, and no conferences occur before or after these visits. Both

teachers and administrators feel that the head of the school has a fair

picture of each teacher's performance, gleaned from parents and teachers

and from the reports she receives from division and department heads.

Despite the lack of structure of Leslie's salary system, the faculty

expresses satisfaction with salary decisions. The teachers seem to respond

favorably because salary levels at Leslie are relatively high and because

the head has for many years been available and in close contact with

teachers directly through personal and written communication. Both

circumstances have contributed to faculty willingness to trust a system

that is not explicit.
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Faculty tolerance of this particular salary approach may also reflect

Leslie's strong tradition of supporting teachers. After the fifth or sixth

year of employment, teachers are rarely dismissed. Dismissals are infre-

quent during the first five or six years as well. The head makes every

effort to help teachers who are having problems. The faculty is complimen-

tary about the school, its administration, and its strong commitment to

faculty salaries.

Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

Teachers are not paid additional stipends for extracurricular activi-

ties. However, coaching a sport, supervising the yearbook or student news-

paper, or carrying other extracurricular assignments is reflected in the

basic salary offered by the head. Teachers are generally aware that this

is so.

One teacher related a conversation with one of her colleagues in which

they had shared salary information and found that, though both had similar

backgrounds and experience, one was earning $750 more than the other. Upon

further examination, they remembered that one was engaged in after-school

coaching commitments, which kept her at school until 5:30 each day, while

the other could leave at 3:00 every afternoon. They assumed that the

difference in compensation was a stipend for the coaching assignment.

Taking on home room, coaching, and other special assignments appears

to be the most important criterion, other than experience, for earning

additional pay--aside from adding one step for teaching each year. The

faculty believes that excellent teaching alone will not be rewarded with

additional pay. Several teachers stated that, as a result of a really fine

teaching record, a teacher may be noticed and asked to take on additional
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administrative, extracurricular, or curriculum leadership assignments,

which will, in turn, raise one's salary.

The head confirms that, while performance pay for outstanding class-

room teaching may result in modest additional compensation, the largest

salary increases go to those having extra duties. Often these extra as-

signments involve providing guidance to other faculty members. The faculty

workload at Leslie is varied but generally includes four 40-minute classes

five days a week and a daily student load of less than 60 plus one or more

nonteaching assignments. No teacher interviewed mentioned any concern

about inequities in the assignment of extracurricular commitments or

expressed the desire to have extracurricular activities more specifically

or explicitly compensated in contracts.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries may provide additional insight into how The Leslie School's salary

system operatedin 1982-83. The following scale and-salaries-are based on

the assumption that all teaching experience shown took place at Leslie.

Age

Years of experience

Degree

Experience
Beginner Middle-range Long-term

25

2

B.A.

37

12

M.A./$500

50

26

M.A./4500

Base pay $14,500 $22,300- $30,000-
$25,000 $32,000

Performance pay 0-$1,000 0-$1,000 0-$1,000

Extracurricular
activities 0-$2,000 0-$2,000 0-$2,000

Total salary $14,500- $22,300- $30,000-

$17,500 $28,000 $35,000

3
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The decision-making process

Faculty members are not involved in salary or system deliberations at

The Leslie School. The head does not share her thoughts on salaries with

either department or division heads. Periodically she does ask division

heads about the performance of particular teachers, but in most cases in

making a salary decision she operates on her own knowledge of a teacher's

performance.

The head is concerned about the lack of faculty participation in the

discussion of salary issues and has expressed interest in involving depart-

ment heads more closely in such salary discussions in the future. She is

also considering the possibility of describing the range of salaries paid.

At the present time, however, the school has no faculty salary committee or

a published salary schedule.

Most teachers feel that little purpose is served by trying to

. . .

negotiate their salaries. The general apprehenSion aboUt-disbUssing such-.

a sensitive issue may stem from a feeling that negotiation is fruitless in

any case. One teacher said that, if she thought individual negotiation

with the head would bear results, she would prefer to have a published

salary schedule. This teacher believes that the head allocates salaries

consistently and fairly. Were it possible to put pressure on the head of

the school and negotiate increases, she said, her trust in the entire

system and its fairness would be undermined.

A number of the teachers we interviewed expressed a desire to have

the process by which salary decisions are made become more open. Senior

faculty members reflected a strong reluctance to discuss salaries with

colleagues. Among the younger teachers, however, specific salary infor-

mation is frequently exchanged.
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Teaching as a career

All teachers interviewed at Leslie know that they are being paid

competitively in comparison with teachers at other NAIS girls' schools.

Even so, they express concern about their long-term earning capacity and

their ability to remain in teaching. The Leslie School, in an expensive

metropolitan area, serves a generally upper middle class clientele. A

number of the women teachers are second wage earners whose spouses have

high incomes. A growing number of younger women teachers, however, rely

on their teaching salaries and find it difficult to support a family, even

in a two-income household. The extremely high cost of housing is a major

factor in the discouragement and frustration many faculty members feel

about their profession and what it pays.

In interviews with a number of younger teachers, it emerged that

alternative career options are open to them that were not open to their

older colleagues. Some of the younger teachers are bitter because they

would like to remain in teaching yet know that they must leave the profes-

sion for more lucrative careers to support their families. Teachers are

generally unaware what administrators are paid and express no desire to

move into administration for either professional or financial reasons.

Resource base for instructional salaries

The Leslie School has fueled its sizable increase in faculty salaries

over the past five years primarily through a $5 million fund drive whose

major purpose was to endow faculty salaries.

In addition to income from endowment, tuitions have recently been

raised substantially to help support salary increases. Following is a

comparison of salary and tuition increases from 1979 to 1984.
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Yed Salary increase Tuition increase

1979-80 6% 7%

1980-81 L7% 15%

1981-82 16% 12%

1982-83 13% 18%

1983-84 9% 9%

During this same period, faculty benefits have also risen rather

dramatically:

1979-80 10%

1980-81 16%

1981-82 27%

1982-83 27%

1983-84 17%

It should be noted that these increases in benefits reflect an effort to

improve what was initially a modest program.

Median salary levels at Leslie have risen even though the median

length of service has Leslie has dropped to six years because many senior

faculty members have retired in recent years. The workload at Leslie is

modest--four classes a day five days a week--and the faculty-student ratio

is 1:7, with a class size of less than 12. Finally, the administration has

continued to make simultaneous commitments to several areas valued in the

school's philosophy, all of which demand major expenditures.

Summary

The Leslie School's faculty salary system is highly unstructured,

although the head has moved toward a more explicit approach by developing

35
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an unpublished salary schedule as a guideline in determining salorie,_;.

Some faculty members know a scale exists, but most are not familiar with

how salaries are determined.

Faculty support for the current system seems to be based on four

factors: the relatively high level of compensation, the school's conscious

effort to build a sense of job security, trust and respect for the current

head, and overall reluctance to discuss individual salaries and the issue

of salaries in general.

Some faculty members express disappointment over the lack of clarity

of the present salary system. The head, however, is committed to continued

elevation of faculty salaries and to refining a system that recognizes and

rewards experience, advanced degrees, extracurricular assignments, and, to

a lesser extent, performance.

3



Seaforth Academy

Seaforth Academy is a K-12 coeducational day school in the Southwest having

an enrollment of almost 1,000 students. The campus, two thirds of it built

in the past eight years, provides an impressive array of physical space for

academic and athletic programs. The school seems to be a healthy, vibrant

place.

Prior to the present head's arrival nine years ago, faculty salaries

were determined solely by his predecessor without reference to a published

salary schedule. Salaries at that time were not competitive with either

the local public schools or area independent schools. The new head

estc;blished salaries as a high priority for the school. This resulted

in an effort to eliminate sex discrimination in salaries, which had exist-

ed to a limited extent, particularly between the women in the lower school

and the menin the middle and upper schools. Working closely with the

school's Faculty Salary and Benefits Committee and an outside consultant,

the head developed a salary system intended to reward performance both in

and out of the classroom, to compensate teachers primarily according to

job description and workload, and to make salaries competitive with those

in area public schools and the highest salaries of nearby independent

schools.

The committee worked with the consultant and the head for six months

to develop the current salary system. The head kept the board and teachers

well informed of the committee's work. All of the teachers interviewed

expressed support for the resulting salary structure and clearly understand

the system's three major goals, stated above.

-30-
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Description (d. sttuctuie

The salary syntem at Seaforth Academy in based on job cateyoties

defined by the Salary rind Benefits Committee. These categories define

minimum and maximum nalaries. A teacher is placed in a salary category

according to the nature of the job he or she holds. The consultant, a

salary administration expert with a nationally known public accounting

film, worked with the committee and head to build a "corporate" salary

structure, including job classifications that provide a wide range of

salary options. Actual salary decisions, as they were earlier, are

based on the judgment of the employer.

During meetings with the consultant, teachers expressed concern

about the definition of the job categories and how they would be deter-

mined. Figure 1 describes the five salary categories. Most faculty

members in the school who are not involved in major administrative tasks

fall in category 2. It appears that category 3 is a "swing" category that

encourages a teacher to become involved in administrative assignments or to

take on additional extracurricular activities. These responsibilities in

turn generate additional income for teachers. For example, a teacher new to

Seaforth but having five years' previous teaching experience who accepts a

full-time teaching position would be placed in category 2. Exactly what

salary the teacher earns--between $15,394 and $24,630--is entirely up to

the head. The assumption is that the teacher will coach two sports or take

on two extracurricular assignments (if teaching grades 7-12) and receive

annual salary increases ranging between 6 and 20 per cent, depending on

performance.

It is apparent that this salary system permits a wide range of minimum

and maximum salaries within each of the five categories. The range is over

3S
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$15,394 $20,025 $24,630

.1 $17,626 $12,929 $28,202

4 $20,090 $26,139 $32,151

5 $22,007 $29,798 $36,652

ThaGe salary ranges will be reviewed annually.

Criteria for category assignment
Positions held by faculty members are evaluated and assigned to the

established salary categories using the following criteria.

1. Faculty positions in this category involve no special non-

teaching or administrative responsibilities. The category

includes full-time faculty new to teaching or part-time

positions which carry a normal teaching load.

2. Faculty positions in grades 7-12 with two or more non-

classroom assignments or faculty positions in Pre-6 with

teaching responsibilities which require an intensive degree

of teacher-student interaction.

3. Faculty positions which involve either major administrative

responsibility within one division, or full-time teaching

positions with significant nonclassroom responsibility (e.g.,

teaching primary school and working with admissions or a

faculty position requiring skills which are in short supply).

4. Faculty positions with added year-round responsibility for

administering schoolwide programs (e.g., Director of Admis-

sions, Director of Development, Director of Athletics).

5. Full-time, year-round administrative positions (e.g.,

Division heads and Business Manager).

This system requires the head to develop with the individual faculty or staff

member key job elements (in rank order) for that staff member's position,

followed by objectives for the year in each key job element. In addition, the

appraisal system includes standard performance elements expected of all faculty

or staff members. Progress in performance is reviewed periodically during the

school yeas, with a final assessment occurring near the end of the school year.
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$9,000 in category 2. The system itself is not explicit; the actual

decision about what a teacher earns within each category, once t,e category

is determined by job description and overall extracurricular load, is made

by the head alone, after consultation with the division heads. Only the

head and the business manager know what each teacher is paid. The teachers

themselves do not know one another's salaries, and the etho3 of the school

discourages asking.

Seaforth's salary system provides a significant incentive for teachers

to take on greater workloads. It also provides incentive to perform well,

as reflected in the pay differentials that tie head can offer within each

pay category. The basic job-related category system, backed up by perform-

ance pay, has been improved in that salaries have risen dramatically over

the last five years,, Salaries increased 47 per cent from 1980 to 1983, a

pace that may not continue in the immediate future.

The only financial incentive that Seaforth Academy offers for earning

advanced degrees is its willingness to help pay for such study. It is un-
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clear how experience in teaching fits into the category system. The lack

of an explicit method for making these placement decisions does not seem to

concern the teachers interviewed. Generally, more senior teachers are paid

more, though they may occupy the same salary category as teachers in their

earliest years of teaching. While some teachers believe that scarce skills

do affect salary decisions, they are convinced that performance is the

major factor in determining salaries. They agree that the number of

assignments a teacher carries and how well he or she carries them out are

major elements of performance.

Almost all teachers interviewed perceive the head as having enormous

discretion in setting salaries for new teachers and in determining annual

salary increases for returning teachers. This feeling may stem from the

fact that the salary ranges in each category are wide and only the head can

place teachers within a category. There seems to be a high degree of trust

in the head's judgment and knowledge of teachers' performance. Some ex-

press concern whether this particular salary system, and the trust essen-

tial-to its acceptance, would work with a different head. Almost all

teachers interviewed state that the salary system is fair. Most inter-

viewed agree that the system works well in recruiting new faculty members.

It appears that the teachers are responding to their trust in the current

head and the significant salary increases of the past three to five years,

rather than to the salary system itself.

Seaforth Academy's salaries for 1983-84 placed the school in the top

10 per cent of its independent school competition and met the median of the

area public schools, partly because salaries there were frozen due to

constraints on the state budget. In 1983-84, the actual salary range for

full-time teachers at Seaforth was $14,000-$32,000, and the median was
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$24,300. The faculty in 1982-83 had a median teaching experience of 13.8

years and a median of 7.3 years at Seaforth. The median weekly teaching

load was 1,620 minutes in the lower school, 924 in the middle school, and

880 in the upper school.

Performance pay

According to our interviews with faculty members, trustees, and the

head, performance pay is the main philosophical basis of the current facul-

ty salary system. Almost all teachers interviewed support performance pay

and agree that it effectively rewards performance at Seaforth. While a

number of teachers indicated that the need to find a more equitable ap-

proach to salaries lay behind the development of the new system, it is

clear that the perceived fairness of this system is more a by-product of

faculty trust in the administration of the system than it is the result of

this particular approach.

The faculty clearly understands that performance pay is the primary

basis for the new system. The head emphasizes that making the system

competitive with the highest-paying independent schools and area public

schools is one of his major goals. His ability to achieve faculty support

for this particular system may have been greatly aided by the 47 per cent

increase in salaries over the past three years.

Approximately 80 per cent of the teachers receive performance pay but

do not know exactly how such pay is determined, because the criteria stated

do not include specific details about how amounts are actually determined.

Those receiving performance pay are informed by a section in their contract

stating that their salary reflects "merit," but teachers do not know what

portion of their salary is determined by inflation, experience, advanced

degrees, and/or performance.
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In making salary decisions, the head places teachers in one of four

groups. These group ratings, which are not shared with teachers, are

distinct from the salary category system. For example, four teachers who

are in the same salary category may each be performing differently. The

terms the head uses to describe performance are "marginal," "competent,"

"superior," and "outstanding." Each of these is further subdivided into

quartiles. Thus a teacher in category 2 who is considered a "marginal"

performer might be paid at the very bottom of that category. A truly

marginal teacher might receive no increase in salary. A teacher ranked

as "outstanding" and at the top of the quartile for the "outstanding" per-

former group--still in category.2--might receive an increase of 18-22 per

cent. For 1982-83, the school raised salaries by an average of 12 per

cent; actual increases for teachers ranged from 6 to 20 per cent. For

1983-84, the average salary increase was 14.5 percent, with a range of 8-24

per cent. These differentials are based on the perception of teachers'.

performance by division heads and the head of the school.

According to the head, performance pay ranges from $300 to $1,500. It

would appear, however, that performance pay can be much higher, for the gap

between minimum and maximum salaries in each job category is considerable.

In category 2, it is over $9,000. Performance is one of the two major

placement criteria used by the head, and the other is experience. All

performance pay increases are added to base salary and carried forward from

year to year.

Every teacher interviewed had received a contract stating that the

bottom-line salary "includes merit pay." When asked what per cent of the

faculty received performance pay, one teacher replied, "I suspect more than

95 per cent." The teacher was not bothered by this assumption, because he
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assumed that all teachers at the school, with the exception of a very few,

were excellent an& therefore should receive performance pay. stated

earlier, about 80 per cent did receive performance pay it 1982-83.

Almost all of those interviewed agree that the school's :ialary system

is effective in attracting and retaining good teachers and in rewarding

performance.

Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

There is no pay for extracurricular assignments except as a teacher's

salary category reflects total workload and assignments. As indicated

above, a full-time assignment at Seaforth includes two coaching assignments

or similar load for teachers of grades 7-12.

An unusual aspect of Seaforth's view of what constitutes full-time

employment is the assumption that lower school teachers have a full-time

workload without extracurricular assignments. The school seeks to balance

extracurricular assignments as much as possible, but, as the school's

faculty handbook states, "Faculty heavily involved in nonacademic activi-

ties often express concern that they are investing more time than other

full-time faculty, a factor which they contend should be considered when

salaries are set. It is. However, it must be stressed that time is not

the only criterion for evaluating how hard a person works."

The vast majority of teachers at Seaforth are in category 2 and take

on significant extracurricular responsibilities. A teacher having five

classes a day--the normal number - -is considered part-time unless he or she

also takes on an extracurricular assignment. Because of lack of interest

or time, a teacher may decide not to take on any after-school commitments.

In that case, the teacher's salary remains within category 1 regardless of



years of teaching experience. The head sees this as a fair exchange

between the school's philosophy and the teacher's needs.

The school does take into consideration realities of the marketplace

in hiring new teachers and retaining present ones. The school may, for

example, assign a teacher having a scarce skill to category 3 rather than

category 2. From interviews with the faculty, it is evident that the

philosophy of extracurricular commitment and hiring according to market

conditions when necessary is understood by most and appreciated by the

mathematics and science teachers.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries, given on the next page, may provide additional insight into how

Seaforth Academy's salary system operated in 1982-83.

The decision-making process

The head has taken an unknown salary decision-making process and made

it somewhat more explicit by creating and publishing salary categories.

The faculty is very aware how salaries at Seaforth compare with those in

neighboring public and "peer" independent schools because these comparisons

are published annually. Everyone knows that Seaforth's goal is to match the

median salaries of the public schools and be in the top 10 per cent of the

peer independent schools.

Faculty involvement in formulating the category system has led to

greater understanding of how salary decisions are made and of the commit-

ment of the board and the head to making Seaforth's salaries more competi-

tive. The Faculty Salary and Benefits Committee continues to meet annually

to recommend adjustments to the system and to study benefit changes. The

committee's mandate comes directly from the head and not from the faculty
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Age

Years of experience

Experience

Beginner Middle-range Long-term

25

2

37

12

50

26

Degree B.A. M.A. M.A.

Base pay $15,394- $17,626- $15,394-

$24,630 $28,202 $24,630

Performance pay Included Included Included

in above in above in above

Extracurricular Coach two Coach and Primary

activities sports athletic dir. schl. tchr.

Salary category 2 3 2

Total salary $15,394- $17,626 $15,394-
$24,630 $28,202 $24,630

or board. The committee seems less well known and influential now than it

was when the new system was being devised.

The board of trustees, and especially its Personnel Committee, played

an active role in developing a salary policy. The head wanted the board to

be more aware of the former system and its inequities. Trustees became

knowledgeable and concerned about the low salaries earned by teachers in

general and by Seaforth's faculty in particular. The consultant employed

by the school had a close relationship with members of the board's Finance

and Personnel committees, which helped to ensure support for adoption of

the salary system and increases proposed by the head. Trustee awareness

has been crucial to the success of these recent salary development efforts.

Teaching as a career

Almost half of the teachers interviewed agree that the current salary

system provides for significant salary advancement. All teachers inter-
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viewed believe that the current system and corresponding benefits con-

tribute to the professional growth and development of the faculty. Most

believe they need to move into full-time administration to advance their

careers financially, particularly under the present system, which has the

effect of encouraging upward mobility, that is, toward more administration.

Most teachers feel that teaching as a career is possible in the long

run. It is important, however, to note the qualified replies. ror most

teachers, a long-term independent school teaching career, even at Seaforth,

requires a spouse who also works, some other source of iilcome, or a

readiness to move into administration.

Resource base for instructional salaries

In the past seven years, Seaforth's endowment has increased substan-

tially. The endowment in 1983 was in the top 10 per cent of NAIS day

schools. Part of the recent endowment effort was earmarked for improving

faculty salaries, and 8 per cent of the 16 per cent salary budget increase

in 1983-84 came from interest income from the "Endowment for Excellence," a

fund earmarked for faculty salaries. Seaforth now ranks as one of the top

schools in the country in endowment per student, while its tuition remains

modest and in the middle ranks of independent day schools in the Southwest.

Tuition in 1983-84 went up 8 per cent, while the salary budget went up

16 per cent. The board gave much thought to that decision. The trustees

are still involved in a five-year effort to improve Seaforth's salaries.

The head warns that the faculty cannot continue to expect such increases.

However, teachers are very aware that in two of the last three years they

have received midyear salary adjustments and that, with the 16 per cent
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increase in 1983-84, they are making significant progress in real salary

growth.

It is interesting, in this respect, to compare salary increases with

tuition increase^ from 1979 to 1984.

Year Salary increase Tuition increase

1979-80 8% 9%

1980-81 16% 15%

1981-82 16% 12%

1982-83 12% 9%

1983-84 16% 8%

Summary

Seaforth has developed a "corporate" salary system that offers the

head considerable discretion in placement and in determining annual salary

increases. The system thus enables the head to recruit and to reward

effective teaching and commitment to the school's extracurricular life.

Faculty trust seems to have more to do with the head's personal leadership

and relation to the faculty than to anything inherent in the salary

system. Much of the good feeling about the system-may be due to impressive

salary gains in the last five years.

The salary system, although not as unclear as the one it replaced, is

still quite ambiguous. Teachers do not understand how experience and

performance specifically affect their salaries. The system also encourages

upward mobility, in that salary categories and movement upward through them

require one to take on more in the way of administrative or extracurricular

assignments to progress beyond a certain level. Because so much ambiguity
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exists about how performance pay is determined, the only visible target

that teachers can shoot for is to move up from category 2 to category 3,

and so on. The system is somewhat misleading, however, for nearly all

full-time teachers are in category 2 or 3, and opportunities for moving

into categories 4 and 5 are minimal. Thus some of the upward-mobility

aspect of the system is illusory and draws attention away from the wide

ranges between minimum and maximum salaries in each category.



Neville School

The Neville School is a coeducational day school of 600 students in grades

5-12 located in a major metropolitan area in the northwestern part of the

United States. The philosophy and structure of the school strongly reflect

the personal style and leadership of the current head, who has been in his

position for 14 years and who taught at Neville several years before

returning as head.

The Neville School faculty has had a strong influence on salary

decisions since the 1960's, when the Faculty Salary Committee worked with

the former head in proposing to the board specific improvements in faculty

salaries and benefits as well as specific modifications in the salary

system. The salary system in place throughout the 1960's provided a scale

that based each entering teacher's salary on degree and years of experi--

ence. Every year thereafter, each teacher received the same dollar incre-

ment, regardless of performance. In the system's final years, a teacher

was eligible every other year for a double increment, based on performance.

Teachers received additional increments for master's and doctoral degrees

and for a few administrative tasks. This earlier system provided no

additional compensation for extracurricular or administrative

responsibilities.

In 1970, present head and Faculty Salary Committee together

designed a system that provided some degree of monetary recognition for

performance, for differences in total load, and for administrative respon-

sibilities. The faculty voted to support the creation of a system that was

something of a compromise between wide-open negotiation and the specific
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scale used previously. With minor modifications, the system developed then

is still ._11 use today. It has the support of the board of trustees and the

t'aculty Salary Committee, which has continued to have an influence over

changes in th,2 salary system and increases in benefits and pay levels.

Description of structure

The salary structure at the Neville School is pictured in Figure 1.

Solid lines show minimum and maximum levels; the dashed lines have been

added for analysis (see below). The school offers competitive salaries at

both beginning and more senior levels of teaching experience. The shape of

the structure deliberately makes median salaries especially competitive.

The school's level of compensation now ranks in the top 10 per cent of NAIS

schools nationwide. Neville has recently achieved its long-sought goal of

overall parity with the public schools in its metropolitan area.

As seen in Figure 1, a beginning teacher at Neville having no prior

experience began at a salary between $14,500 and $15,000 in 1982-83. That

teacher's salary then increases at a rapid annual rate, up to the twentieth

year. A teacher beginning at Neville after 10 years' previous teaching

experience and a master's degree begins at step (year) 10 in the schedule.

Because a master's degree brings a jump of two additional steps, this

teacher's beginning salary is found at step 12 ($19,800 to $25,200). The

actual placement of the teacher within this range is decided by the head,

together with the directors of the middle and upper schools.

The system most rapidly advances those faculty members in their fifth

through twelfth years of teaching. After the tenth or twelfth year, the

rate of increase slows. Most of the teachers we interviewed listed three

objectives for the present salary system: to provide a fair and equitable



system; to combine a published salary schedule, with discrAdi for the

head to reward performance and to recognize variations in total. Load; and

to offer faculty members an approximate outline of future earning capacity

en which they can base their financial plans.

Most of the teachers interviewed are aware that teachers in their

fifth through twelfth years of teaching advance most rapidly in this sys-

tem. The head explains that the early part of the salary curve is quite

steep, compared to the later part, based on his belief that in general a

teacher between the fifth and twelfth year of teaching makes a proportion-

ately greater contribution to the school than others. In addition, this

approach moves young teachers to a decent living wage.

Each year, the Faculty Salary Committee, consisting of three teachers

elected from the faculty as a whole, has recommended raising both the upper

and lower lines of the salary curve so that the scale will continue to pro-

vide discretionary flexibility in proportion to changes in the local

economy, inflation, and/or the school's financial resources.

For purposes of analysis, the salary curve shown in Figure 1 has been

divided by the authors into three sections--bounded by maximum and minimum

--denoted by the dashed lines. Forty-seven of the school's 80 teachers

fall someplace in the middle third of the curve--between the dashed lines.

This spread is not unlike a normal distribution. Seventeen teachers fall

in the top third of the salary band, indicating that they are the school's

top performers or are carrying the heaviest load. The remaining 16 teach-

ers fall in the bottom third of the curve, which would seem to indicate

that they are not performing well, by Neville's standards. Upon closer

examination, however, it appears that most of these 16 teachers are either

new to the school, work part time, or carry no extracurricular responsibil-

5 As
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Viguto 1
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exactly $23,000 is receiving a negative signal about performance. Most

teachers having 20 years of experience and a Ph.D. would be placed in the

middle of the range, that is, between $23,000 and $30,500.

Each spring, after a round of discussions with department heads, the

head of the'school and the two division heads sit down together, periodic-

ally joined by the dean of faculty as an observer, and determine where on

the curve each teacher's salary should fall in the coming year. They dis-

cuss each teacher's strengths and wknesses, workload, and performance.

They also take into account whether or not the teacher is new to the

faculty or works part time. All these factors influence the teacher's

placement on the salary cu which is so constructed that each teacher

is seen in relation to every other teacher.

A scattergram--an array ofh'anonymous dots showing all teachers'

positions on the curve--has been used by the Faculty Salary Committee once

or twice to help them analyze the system. Other faculty members have not

seen this distribution diagram, but some are most interested in doing so.

Some disagreemc,nt exists about who is privy to the scattergram. The

Faculty Salary Committee mistakenly believed that the head had offered any

teacher the right to see it (without names attached). The head states that

he has shown the scattergram only to the Faculty Salary Committee. He be-

lieves it is wise for the school, in handling salary records, to be careful

about confidentiality and does not wish to encourage speculatipn about who

is represented by individual points on t.1-,e scale.

The head of the school rates fairness the most important criterion of

this particular salary system. Other administrators and faculty members

agree. Some teachers interviewed reflect a disquiet chout the wide range

between maximum and minimum pay y-7what they call the "discretionary band"--
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despite the care that the head and two division heads take in placing each

teacher on the salary scale.

Performance pay

In talking about the discretionary band, teachers know that most fall

within its middle range and that only a small number fall in the top or

bottom third.

Several teachers interviewed describe two major problems they have

with the discretionary band concept. First, the school has no formal

evaluation system. Information given the head by the division and

department heads concerning performance may be inaccurate, outdated, or

incomplete.

Second, few teachers are aware which teachers are placed on the upper

third of the salary curve. Some teachers state that the discretionary band

is ineffective ir recognizing and rewarding perforaance and doubt that it

is much used. Seventeen teachers are located in the upper third of the

salary curve and might therefore be considered to be earning "performance

pay." But because teachers say almost nothing to one another about their

own salaries, the lack of information about placement on the salary curve

leaves them unclear about how the salary system works in actual practice.

Theoretically, performance pay differentials between the lowest- and

highest-paid teachers having the same degrees and years of experience can

be as wide as $9,000. In fact, they rarely exceed $3,000.

Almost half the teachers interviewed do not support the idea of dif-

ferent pay for different levels of quality in teaching. Having said that,

however, the same teachers will state that they support the current salary

system because of the judgment and fairness of the head. Several say that

5 6'
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they would prefer a flat salary system, with annual step increases but

without "discretion." One teacher said, "All teachers on the faculty,

regardless of experience or degrees earned, should be paid exactly the same

salary because all faculty members at the school are hardworking, commit-

ted, and talented." Another said, This system works because of the high

salaries paid here and trust in the head. Without either of these ele-

ments, the faculty would have many questions and concerns about the present

salary system."

The dean of faculty, who teaches three-quarter time, functions

primarily as a communications liaison between the head and the faculty.

The faculty petitioned the head to create this position so that the dean

could speak for them on issues of faculty interest. The dean of faculty

sits in on classes, informally observes teachers, and confers with them on

how they might improve their performance; he also solicits teachers' opin-

ions about the performance of the head and about how to improve communica-

tion between the administration and the faculty. By virtue of having sat

through many salary decision sessions as an observer, the dean of faculty

can convey to the teachers that the process is indeed difficult and that

the head and division heads make every effort to be consistent and fair in

placing individual teachers on the salary schedule.

Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

Extracurricular compensation is not a part of Neville School's salary

system. The average workload of an upper school teacher includes a class

size of 15, four classes a day four days a week, and an extracurricular

activity. Teachers are not required to take on extracurricular responsi-

bility, but those who do not take on such assignments earn less by virtue

57
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of where they are placed on the salary curve. All faculty members are

encouraged to become involved in student life and to take on coaching or a

comparable activity.

There may be some inconsistencies in practice surrounding payment

for additional assignments. For example, one teacher said that during his

second year at Neville he became heavily involved in extracurricular

activities as well as in teaching and gave many hours beyond the normal

teaching day. At contract time, in March, he was disappointed not to see

any change indicating that his commitment had been recognized.

Teachers do not understand how extracurricular commitments are evalua-

ted or compensated in the salary system, nor is it clear whether teachers

work harder or take on additional assignments specifically in order to earn

more money. At present, little discussion takes place among teachers or in

the Faculty Salary Committee about whether or not to reward extracurricular

commitments with extra pay. In the past, it was discussed, especially in

relation to coaching. Since the early 1970's, the school has compensated

coaches only for giving up vacation time to coach a sport.

Initially, administrators' salaries were based on the faculty salary

curve, with atl.'ed'remuneration for summer months worked. Whereas Neville's

teachers' salaries aLe i. the top 10 per cent of NAIS schools nationwide,

most Nevi]1 administrators' salaries are only in the top 25 per cent, or

less. This has concerned the head, who believes he must pay salaries that

are more competitive with NAIS nurms to attract and retain a first-rate

administrative staff.

The Neville faculty does not see any great financial advantage in

moving to administration. On the contrary, teachers believe they can' be

rewarded financially by remaining in teaching and by earning recognition as
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outstanding teachers. The ceiling on faculty salaries for 1983-84 exceeded

$33,000.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries will demonstrate how the Neville School's salary system operated

in 1982-83.

Experience

Beginner Middle-range Long-term

Age 25 37 50

Years of experience 2 12 26

Degree B.A. M.A. M.A.

___ $1,000- $1,000-

$2,000 $2,000

Performance pay 0-$1,600 0-$5,500 $0-9,000

Extracurricular
activities

Total salary $15,300- $20,000- $24,000-

$16,900 $26,300 $32,000

The decision-making process

Faculty involvement in salary decisions at Neville began in the early

1960's, when teachers brought concerns about their salaries to the atten-

tion of the head. The Faculty Salary Committee apparently did not come

into being as a result of controversy. All those interviewed see current

relations between the head and the committee as cooperative and collabor-

ative rather than adversarial.

The Faculty Salary Committee has three members, with one elected each

year. The faculty is divided into three groups by age: a younger group, a

midcareer group, and a senior group. When the younger member of the

Faculty Salary Committee, who represents the interests of the younger
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group, yowl off the committee, another teacher from the younger group is

elected by the entire faculty. The same holds true for committee members

from the other two groups.

A very small number of teachers has represented the faculty on the

committee over the past 17 years. About six teachers have served multiple

terms, and two of the three present members also served in the 1960's and

1970's. It appears that a small subgroup of the Neville faculty speaks for

colleagues on the issue of salaries.

The committee sees itself as an advisory group. It is recognized that

the head of the school may suggest changes in the annual salary modifica-

tion proposal from the Faculty Sal :. -' Committee. In some years, the head

has recommended that the committee's financial request be lowered, in

others that it be raised. In almost all cases, the board of trustees,

through its Finance Committee, has adopted the proposal of the Faculty

Salary Committee without major changes.

The committee occasionally invites the head to join its meetings.

When the budget is being set, the committee sometimes meets with members

of the board's Finance Committee, but usually the head relays their

proposals in writirirg. The following figures show the changes the committee

has recommended for five recent years.

Faculty
Year salary increases

1979-80 11.2%

1980-81 12.5%

1981-82 15.7%

1982-83 10.0%

1983-84 4.0%

of
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The small increase requested for 1983-84 reflected the Faculty Salary

Committee's recognition that inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price

Index, had dropped dramatically. In addition, Neville's tuition was quite

high, and the board appeared unwilling to boost both salaries and tuition

at a rate similar to that of the past several years.

In the years since the present salary system was established, a major

objective of the Faculty Salary Committee has been to improve benefits by

adding dental insurance, increasing life insurance, and setting aside a

certain per cent of the dollars available for faculty salaries each year in

a "cafeteria" benefit selection plan. Now all teachers have a $600 cafe-

teria package from which they can select various benefits. A younger

faculty member with a family might wish to use all $600 toward family and

dependent medical insurance coverage, whereas a more senior teacher might

wish to use the $600 for an additional investment in the TIAA/CREF

retirement plan.

The Faculty Salary Committee has also carefully monitored the median

salary level of public schools in the area and of comparable NAIS schools

to ensure that Neville's salaries remain competitive.

Teaching as a career

All teachers interviewed at Neville state that they are satisfied with

a career in teaching, although they do express concern about the low value

that society places on teaching as a profession. With the exception of one

teacher going back to college to finish a master's degree, no teachers we

interviewed had any plans to quit teaching or to leave Neville.

From a review of Faculty Salary Committee notes back to 1966, it

appears that at one time up to 40 per cent of the Neville faculty had
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independent sources of income. There is,no indication that a signifi-

cant number of the present teaching staff are concerned about salaries.

It is clear from our interviews that salary as an issue has been addressed

through the continuing efforts of the Faculty Salary Committee, the board,

and the administration to improve salaries. Increasingly, with the

achievements of the salary system, faculty interest in benefits has dis-

placed concern over salaries per se.

Resource base for instructional salaries

Neville School has an endowment of slightly less than $3 million. The

school's annual giving in 1982-83 was approximately $225,000. The tuition

for a senior student in 1982-83 was $5,570. Significant increases in

tuition as well as endowment income have contributed to Neville's ability

to raise faculty salaries. While faculty salaries in independent schools

have dropped in real terms by more than 16 per cent over the past 10 years,

faculty salaries at Neville have reflected a slight increase in real

earning power between 1971 and 1982.

The following chart illustrates the yearly per cent increase in

tuition at Neville between 1975 and 1984.

1975-76 12.1%

1976-77 11.5%

1977-78 7.7%

1978-79 11.0%

1979-80 9.8%

1980-81 13.8%

1981-82 14.7%
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1982-83 8.9%

1983-84 4.0%

The 4 per cent tuition increase for 1983-84 was matched by a 4 per

cent average faculty salary increase and reflected the board's conviction

that Neville's salaries were now competitive. The board feels the school

must temper the speed at which tuitions increase and pay greater attention

to earning additional income through rental of facilities and endowment

growth.

Salaries have not increased at the expense of financial aid, which in

1982-83 exceeded $400,000, nor have they increased at the expense of ave-

rage class size or average class load. Neville's goal has been achieved

primarily by tuition increases. Endowment income, annual giving, and, to

some extent, control of administrative overhead have helped. The school

conveys the impression of being primarily concerned about teachers and the

teaching process and much less concerned about administration and

administrative resources.

Summary

Some of Neville's teachers express concern about a system that seems

to place so much discretion for setting salaries in the hands of a school

head. Philosophically, almost half of those interviwed would prefer a much

more specific salary scale that reduced or eliminated the "discretionary

band." Others on the faculty support the discretionary band, because they

believe the system is administered fairly and because they are convinced

that salaries at Neville are among the highest in the Northwest.

The philosophical commitment of the faculty to the performance pay
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concept of the current salary system is not as strong as overall teacher

satisfaction with salaries would seem to imply. Teachers believe they are

part of a "faculty" school, where the administration often solicits faculty

opinion. This overall acceptance of the school's governance practices

clouds perceptions of the salary system itself. Teachers are not aware of

who earns performance pay or why. They believe that the current state of

performance evaluation is unreliable. Many faculty members believe that

the performance pay element is more apparent than real. The modest actual

range of performance pay differentials would seem to support this belief.

The Neville School faculty is reasonably satisfied with the current

salary system and with present 'levels of compensation. Teachers express

respect for the head and rely heavily on his sense of fairness in deter-

mining salaries, although it is difficult for many teachers to separate

their feelings for the current salary system from their attitudes toward

the head. The one heavily colors the other. Faculty members do not wish

to move into administration. They feel that the school places a high value

on teachers and teaching, and salaries are not a major issue at this time.



Frazier School

overlooking a large river on a ridye above a southeastern city lies the

Frazier School, a boys' school enrolling 600 day and boarding students in

grades 7-12. The physical plant combines original design and modern

buildings and elaborate sports facilities. The boys are neatly dressed in

coats and Les. A polite, congenial atmosphere pervades this school.

Lead!rship of the school has remained in the Frazier family since its

founding at the turn of the century. Ownership passed from family hands to

a nonprofit board of trustees during the depression, but the trustees have

continued to entrust the school's direction to the third generation of

Fraziers. The present head has served in his post for nine years.

Family tradition permeates the school, from the portraits on the walls

of the faculty lounge to street signs reading "Frazier Drive" in frc )f

the school. The current head was selected, however, only after a dil.rent

search by trustees for the best leadership for Frazier. When the present

Frazier took over, he found that the salary sys.:,!in used by his father was

no system at all. Salaries were decided between the head and each teacher,

with no scale, no knowledge among faculty members of one another's sal-

aries, and no automatic yearly increases. As for faculty members who lived

on campus or in dormitories, some paid rent and some did not. Nothing was

codified.

Description of structure

At this writing, the current salary system at Frazier was not yet

completely in effect. It has been in the works for several years, with
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most of the initiative being taken by the head. The system is based on a

point scale, which WdS developed cooperatively by the head and a committee

of faculty volunteers. The scale is based generally on data supplied by

faculty members in a survey asking them to indicate what per cent of their

professional energy they spend in particular a3signments. Points are

assigned for teaching, extracurricular activities, and coaching.

A normal teaching load is assigned a value of 80 points. "Normal" is

interpreted differently for different disciplines. For example, three

classes of chemistry or physics plus one laboratory a week is normal,

whereas four sections constitute a normal load in mathematics and English.

Class sizes of 15-16 are considered normal; extra sections or additional

students warrant additional points. Department chairmanships can bring

between five and 20 additional points.

Extracurricular activities have an elaborate point system, ranging

from 30 points for supervising the yearbook or dramatic productions to two

or three points for language clubs and fire drill supervision. Coaching

also has a highly elaborate point system, and points are also awarded for

seasons of spy Varsity coaches receive many more points than assistant

coaches, and high school coaching positions are more highly rewarded than

those in the junior school. Timekeeping, tickets, and sport film super-

vision all bring points. Points are not awarded for supervising or living

in dormitories.

Points are also awarded for experience: two points a year for years

1-20, one point per year to year 25, and half a point per year for service

beyond 25 years. Advanced degrees are rewarded by up to four points for a

master's degree and up to seven for a Ph.D., provided the degree is in a

discipline relevant to the faculty member's teaching specialty.



Figure 1

Frazier School; Point. Santini() for Toachinl Activities

Junior school! *) classes, 15 -16 boys in each class normal
00 points

!lit school

Math 4 sections, 15-lb students normal 2 preps 00 points

3 preps normal if taught before

English

Overload: S classes, 3 preps, more than

70 students Plus % of points

4 sections, 15 or loss normal

Overload: 5 classes, 3 preps, more than

65 students

History 4 sections, 15-16 normal

Overload; see English

Langua9e 4 sections, 15-16 normal

2 props 80 points

3 preps normal if taught before

2 preps

3 preps normal it taught before

2-3 preps normal

4 normal if specialty

of teacher

Plus % of points

80 points

Pius % of points

80 points

Overloild: extra sections and/or

4-5 preps Plus % of points

Bible 4 sections, 15-16 normal 2 preps normal 80 points

3 preps normal if taught before

Overload: extra sections
Plus % of points

Science 4 Quantum Physical Science,

60-70 students

2 QPS, 2 Biology, 60+ students

3 Biology (1 lab/wk)

3 Chemistry or Physics (1 lab /wk)

Additional courses with labs + 25% load

Others Art, typing, music, pottery as

separate contracts

Chairman--___---

Study hall

80 points

80 points

75 points

75 points

Negotiable between

5 and 20 points

2 points

Definition: "Plus % of points" means taking the standards (preps, size, number of sections) and adding or subtracti3 a

percentage of the point value. The academic dean would have to assume value of load for the following year to :he

headmaster, after which only additions to percentages could be considered.



aseball

arsity head

arsity asst. (1)

th head

th asst.

r. schl. head

r. achl. asst. (1)

asketball

arsity head

arsity asst. (2)

th head

th asst. (1)

th head

th asst. (1)

th head

th asst. (1)

ross country

arsity head

arsity asst. (1)

r: high head

r. high asst. (1)

Dothan
arsity head

arsity'asst. (5)

th head

th asst. (2)

th head

th asst. (2)

th head

th asst. (2)

Intcamurals (4' 5/season

plf Weight trng. ' 8/season

arsity head 12+ (8/fall) Films 5

arsity asst. (1) 6+ (6 /fall) Clock ope 4

r. high head 8 Chain gang 4

r. high asst. (1) 5 Tickets 4

Track officials 3

Figure 2

Frazier School: Point Schedule for Extracurricular Activities

Proposed Athletic Points Tentative List of Activity Points

Soccer

26 Varsity head 24

18 Varsity asst. (2) 10

16 B Tea-1 head 12

8 B Team asst. 8

12 Jr. schl. head 10

8 7r. schl. asst. (1) 8

Swimming

30 Varsity head 24 (incl. 2

22 wks Chrstms)

16 Varsity asst. (2) 10

8

12 Tennis

8 Varsity head 204 (8/fall,

12 8 winter)

8 Varsity asst. (1) 10

Jr. schl. head 12

Jr. schl. asst. (1) 8

20+ (Aug.

1.5 wks) Track

15+ ( " ) Varsity head 24

15 Varsity asst. (4)

8 i at 13

2 at 9

Jr. high head 14

30+ (Aug. Jr. High asst. (1) 8

4 wks)

20+ (Aug. Wrestling

4 wks) Varsity head 28

18+ (Aug.. Varsity asst. (2) 18

2 wks) Jr. high head 18

9

14 Other
8 Trainer 18

16 Equipment room .9/season

8 ( + Aug.)

ARGONAUT

ASTRONOMY CLUB

5

R

MATH TEAM

MISSIONARY ChaTEE

R

10

ATHENEUM 6 OUTDOOR PROGRAM 3/season

AWARDS & CEREMONIES 3 PENNANT 35

BOOKSTORE 15 RESOURCE CENTER

(shop: boat-
CHEERLEADING 16 building, etc.) 5/season

CLOCK & BELLS 2 S.P.I.R.I.T.U.A.L.S.

CORE GROUP, CHMN.
,

(3 CORE MBR.) 30

SPANISH CLUB 3

SPANISH TEAM
CUM LAUDE CHMN. 3

SPEAKER SERIES 24
D.C., BOARDING

(Fat. Rep.) 5 STUDENT COUNCIL,

BOARDING 4
D.C., DAY 3

DRAMATICS 30

STUDENT COUNCIL,

DAY

F.C.A. R SUMMER SCHOOL HEAD 20

FIRE DRILLS 2 PEPS 8, 6

FRENCH CLUB 3 TORNADO 30

HISTORY TEAM R TUTORING R

HOP COMMITTEE 6, 3 VANN LECTURE 2

'INTERNAT'L. CLUB 3 YMCA R

JR. SCHL. SENATE 3 ZEROX 2

KEo O-KIO 8, 6

R = "Recognized with appreciation." R's are translated into a few
points at contract time.
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Mr. Frazier, primarily responsible for bringing the point system Ito

being, stated frankly that he had become "tired of playing God" at salary

time. He felt he had inherited a very inequitable salary distribution

system under which some teachers were highly paid simply because the

previous head.had favored them. Mr. Frazier believed that many jobs needed

to be done in the school and that the energy to do these jobs was being

unequally expended. He wanted to bring the compensation system more

closely into line with the work that was actually being done at Frazier.

After the initial survey of teachers on the expenditure of their ener-

gies, Mr. Frazier and the volunteer committee hammered out the point system

shown in Figure 1, which has been altered only slightly since it was first

devised. He states that one of the advantages of the point system is that

it is flexible, so that if a particular position seems to require either

more or less energy than its current point value would ref!ect, this value

can be readjusted up or down, quite easily, the following year. It is as-

sumed that the total number of points assigned for the entire faculty will

remain approximately constant. Mr. Frazier would consider adjustments to

the overall point system to be a joint administrative-faculty undertaking.

To determine a teacher's salary, points are calculated for each of his

or her responsibilities. A quality percentage is assigned to the points

for both teaching and coaching--explained more fully below, in the section

on performance pay. After each teacher's point total is determined, total

points for the whole faculty are calculated. 'Before the annual renewal of

contracts, the board of trustees determines the total dollar amount it will

expend on salaries in the coming year. Assuming total points remain about

the same each year, the value of a point is calculated simply by dividing

the total salary budget by the total number of points. For 1983-84, the
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value of a point was about $130. Teachers' point totals range from 103 to

186, with an average of 148 points. That results in an average salary of

about $19,250. Present salaries are not yet entirely in line with point

equivalents.

An unusual feature of the Frazier School's salary system is that

salaries are calculated for a 12-month year. The school operates an active

academic and athletic summer program and a summer camp for younger

children. Of the 46 teachers on the staff, only four are on 10-month

contracts. These teachers' point totals reflect that difference. In

making comparisons between Frazier and other schools in the sample in this

study, Frazier's salary figures should therefore be discounted by a factor

of 8.5 per cent.

Performance pal

At Frazier, performance pay is an integral part of the point system.

A point value of 80 is assigned for a full classroom teaching load. This

value is multiplied by a performance factor to determine the actual number

of points to be assigned for teaching responsibilities. A new teacher's

points might be multiplied by a factor as low as 80 per cent, resulting in

a total of 64 points. An experienced, well-seasoned teacher, on the other

hand, could expect 100 per cent, or 80 points. A few teachers, known by

colleagues and students to be truly outstanding, could be awarded up to 120

per cent, or 96 points, for their teaching. Very few receive this rating.

These percentage ratings are determined by department chairmen, who

visit teachers' cLassrooms for purposes of evaluation three times a year.

Conferences between the teacher and department chairman are held after each

visit, and before salaries are determined each department chairman reports
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percentage valuations of each teacher to the academic dean and to the head.

These judgments are rarely overturned. Teachers are generally not told ex-

plicitly what percentage rating they have received. They would be told if

they asked, but no one asks. According to Mr. Frazier, department chairmen

have resisted evaluating the teachers in their departments. The point sys-

tem has encouraged them to be more explicit in their evaluations.

Teachers' coaching performances are also evaluated on a percentage

basis, so that the total number of points theoretically assigned to a

coaching responsibility may be factored from 80 to 120 per cent, just as

teaching points are. In practica, coaching ratings range from 100 per cent

up. The evaluator of coaching responsibility is usually the head coach for

each sport; the director of athletics evaluates the head coaches. Dormi-

tory service is generally compensated by not having to pay rent or utility

bills. Only head dormitory supervisors receive points for this duty.

Teachers at Frazier are generally very positive about the performance

pay concept. When asked to differentiate between quantity and quality of

performance, however, they have a more difficult time distinguishing these

two aspects of performance pay, even though the Frazier point system

possesses a mechanism for assessing both quantity and quality. Some

teachers feel that the new system encourages them to take on additional

duties to increase their compensation. Mr. Frazier himself is quite clear

that this is one of the primary goals of the system. He feels that those

who take on more of the jobs that need to be done in a day-boarding school

should be justly compensated for doing so. He is anxious for the point

system to encourage teachers to undertake added responsibility.

Some teachers, however, expressed concern about the limit of their

ability to increase workload in order to increase their salaries. This
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writing tuition for graduate education, and the other half for a separate,

x growing faculty professional development fund. Money for faculty salaries

comes from three main sources: tuition, annual giving, and endowment

income.

A member of the board of trustees pointed out an anomaly: whereas

Hawthorne's salaries are generally in the top 10 per cent of NAIS schools,

tuition is not in that range. Tuition in the upper school is in the top 30

per cent nationally, and lower school tuition is in the 40-50 per cent

range. Tuitions have generally gone up whenever salaries have .been raised.

New tuition raises will be aimed at rectifying the imbalance between

salaries and tuitions. Enrollment conditions are strong, but the school

does not want to set tuitions so high that only the most affluent families

can afford the school.

Annual salary increases have been substantial. The following figures

indicate both adjustments to base salaries and to performance pay. The

column headed "% total budget to benefits" indicates what percentage of-the

salary section of the budget, additionally, goes for faculty benefits.

Year

% salary
increase

% total budget
to benefits

Increase %
to benefits

% total
increase

1978-79 8.5 15.3 N/A 8.5

1979-80 7.6 15.8 0.5 8.1

1980-81 11.0 18.4 2.6 13.6

1981-82 14.0 20.6 2.2 16.2

1982-83 11.0 21.2 0.6 11.6

1983-84 8.0 22.0 0.8 8.8
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Nonsalary benefits include a health plan totally financed by the

school, which also provides dental insurance for all family members.

Tuition remission is a point of some disagreement between faculty and

administration. Prior to 1976, teachers could send their children to

Hawthorne tuition-free. This is true for teachers who joined the

faculty before that time. Those who have come more recently must apply

and qualify for financial aid.

Teachers appreciate the school's generous support for professional

enrichment, whether through conferences, in-service training, or formal

tuition assistance for graduate school. The school pays tuition as well

as offering a substantial salary benefit for advanced degrees. The school

presently has no sabbatical leave policy.

Teaching loads are slightly higher in the lower than the upper school,

with average class sizes of 17 and 15, respectively. The average

faculty-student ratio is 1:11. Average teaching time in the lower school

is slightly higher, however--200 as compared with 180 minutes per day.

Summary

Both of the top administrators interviewed agree that the primary aim

of the Hawthorne faculty salary system is to retain excellent teachers,

which seems manifested in Hawthorne's position among schools in the top 10

per cent range of NAIS faculty salaries nationwide. Rewarding performance

is considered the next most important goal. This is exemplified by an

explicit, sizable performance pay system. Teachers know exactly how much

performance pay they receive, both annually and cumulatively, and are quite

clear about how such decisions are made.

A strong philosophical commitment to the concept of performance
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pay means that discretion in salary decisions is important to Hawthorne

administrators. The relatively high agreement of the faculty with the

concept of performance pay--almost 75 per cent support it--indicates that

teachers feel they are being appreciated and evaluated fairly. Although

some teachers indicate that being paid specifically for extracurricular

work would be a good idea, most consider the inclusion of the "fifth

dimension" in the contract a fair way of dealing with extracurricular re-

sponsibilities. This would indicate, additionally, that the distribution

of these duties across the faculty is equitable.

Overall, both administrators and teachers at Hawthorne Country Day

School seem highly satisfied with the current salary system. A combination

of the generally high level of compensation and explicit performance

criteria contribute to that satisfaction.



Westmore

Westmore is a coeducational PS-12 day school affiliated with the Society of

Friends. Enrolling approximately 900 students in a major metropolitan area

in the Middle Atlantic region, it is one of the oldest schools in the east-

ern part of the country.

The schooPs religious affiliation is evident in the responses of the

teachers we interviewed, most of whom mentioned the influence of Quaker

philosophy on the consensus approach that faculty and administration try to

use in dealing with major issues.

Salaries at Westmore once were determined according to a system known

only to the head of the school. Inequities, including different salaries

paid to men and to women holding similar positions, permeated the system.

When the present head took office, in the early 1960's, he confronted a

number of the guidelines employed by his predecessor. Beyond decisions

involving their own contracts, teachers were generally unaware of salary

practices--and inequities. Only when younger teachers began to compare

notes did obvious inequities begin, o emerge.

When the present head arrived, he began to consolidate the various

informal salary practices he found and eliminated most of the inequities in

the salary system. The administration invited a group of faculty members

to join discussions about developing a more systematic approach to salary

decisions. Their involvement later became institutionalized through the

creation of the Faculty, Administration, and Board Personnel Committee,

which continues to meet today, with eight elected faculty representatives--

two from each of four divisions--two administrators, and two trustees.

-89-

93
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Teachers, generally unaware of the existence of this committee, are

far more conscious of another organization witnin the school that exists

outside the established structure: the Faculty Meeting on Business, which

operates in the interest of teachers without administrative or board

membership, mandate, or approval.

The first event that precipitated the formation of the Faculty Meeting

on Business was the decision to abolish tenure, which had existed since the

1930's. Although the word "tenure" did not have the formal and specific

meaning then that.it has today, it did connote the idea that, having been

employed for a number of years in successful teaching, a teacher could

reasonably expect continued employment until retirement. In the late

1960's, concerned about the changed meaning and impact of tenure, the board

abolished the system for all teachers but those who already had tenure.

The second decision that caused considerable concern among the faculty

was the requirement that all teachers demonstrate need, through the School

Scholarship Service, in order to receive financial aid for their children

attending Westmore. Up to this point, all teachers ' d aftomatically

received tuition remission for their children.

Thus teachers had come to Westmore, often at lower salaries than

they had earned elsewhere, expecting to earn tenure and be automatically

eligible for tuition remission. The decisions to eliminate both benefits

occurred without significant faculty discussion or participation. The

result was the creation of the Faculty Meeting on Business. The meeting

brought the faculty's displeasure over the tenure and tuition remission

decisions to the attention of the head and the board. The meeting also

expressed concern about the inequities and lack of clarity and specificity

of the salary system.
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Figure 1
Westmore: Salary Guidelines, 1983-84

Step Level I Level II

15 $20,602 $24,626

14 20,100 23,793

13 19,610 22,9E9

12 19,132 22,225

11 18,757 21,370

10 18,390 20,548

9 17,942 19,865

8 17,505 19,101

7 17,078 18,366

6 16,662 17,660

5 16,256 16,670

4 15,860

3 15,105

2 14,385

1 13,700

Level III

$32,550

In determining the placement of a faculty member on level II,-the head re-
views with the appropriate staff members their reccmmendations and sugges-
tions. Consideration is given to individual contributions to the life of
the school, weight of duties and responsibilities, educational background,
and experience.

Contributions to the school include (not in order of priority)

1. Attendance at school functions
2. Additional curricular responsibilities
3. Cooperation with students, faculty members, and parents
4. Religious influence
5. Attitude in public about school, students, and faculty
6. Effectiveness as a teacher
7. Actively and continually pursues professional growth
8. Creativity
9. Common sense and judgment

10. Supports school philosophy and objectives
11. Sensitive use of sense of humor
17.. Unique skills, gifts, or qualities that enrich the school

13. Cooperation with the administration
14. Additional remarks

1 0 I
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The new salary system, designed by the present head with some faculty

adyice, consists of two levels, as shown in Figure 1. The administration

describes the current salary system, a by-product of the early efforts just

described, as an approach that simplifies salary decision making and re-

moves from it the shroud of mystery that had characterized it in the past.

It allows faculty members to plan ahead by enabling them to estimate

approximate future earnings and gives clear signals to teachers that com-

mitment to the school's philosophy, and performance according to specific

school criteria, 'are essential components of long-term employment at West-

more. The system has raised faculty salaries so that over a period of time

they have become competitive with area public schools and at the top of

area independent schools. Over the period 1982-1986 salaries are expected

to increase 3.7 per cent a year over the projected rate of inflation as

measured by the Consumer Price Index.

ThF. faculty sees the system as providing a structure that clearly

outlines annual salary increments and values incremental teaching experi-

ence. Teachers note with satisfaction that the school pays for and rewards

earning a master's degree and indeed requires teachers to do so to move

from level I to level II. They believe the system has removed past salary

inequities.

All teachers interviewed support the current system and believe it

achieves the goals outlined by the original committee. They also believe

that the system provides some degree of discretion for the head in deciding

where to place teachers new to the school. Teachers believe that the

head's greatest discretion lies in his power to determine whether and when

a teacher may move from level I--the probationary track--to level II.
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Description of structure

As can be seen in Figure 1, the salary schedule for Westmore in

1983-84 begins with step 1, level I, at $13,700 and moves up to $32,500.

All teachers new to the teaching profession start at step 1, level I.

Moving from level I to level II has a psychological imnact on teachers

that is more significant than its financial impact on their earning power.

Advancement from level I to level II is analogous to being promoted from

instructor or assistant professor to associate professsor at a university.

A teacher who does not shift levels within three to five years has little

opportunity for a long-term career at Westmore.

A teacher joining Westmore with five years' previous experience and a

master's degree would be at step 5, level I, after one or more years at

Westmore. If the head and division head view the teacher as a high

performer, they may place him or her at step 5, level II. Because the

level change and scale increase (the scale goes up every year) together

constitute a significant increase in pay, the teacher would probably move

to step 5.

Since all teachers must earn a master's degree to shift levels,

Westmore expects that after two years of service every teacher will begin

a master's program and complete it by the fourth or fifth year at the

school. Teachers new to teaching can expect to move to level II within

three to four years after arriving at Westmore, providing they have earned

a master's degree by that time. Of the 57 full-time faculty members in

1982-83, 22 (39%) were at level I; of those, 10 were at steps 6-15. Among

those 10. some were at level I because they had yet to complete a master's

degree; others were at level I because they had not satisfactorily met the

criteria set out for advancement to level II. A third group consisted of
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senior faculty members not holding master's degrees. Criteria for shifting

from level I to level II are given in Figure 1.

Incoming teachers having previous teaching experience are placed on

level I at a step corresponding to that experience. The head has the

option of allowing one step for each year of outside teaching and one step

for every two years of nonteaching experience. A teacher new to the school

having a master's degree and considerable outside experience may move to

level II after teaching at least one year at Westmore.

Thirty teachers (53%) were at level II in 1982-83, and an additional

five (8%) were above step 15, level II, at what the administration calls

"level III." The highest-paid teacher in 1983 84 - -at $32,550--was at the

ceiling. The five teachers at level III in 1982-83 were those regarded by

the head and the division heads as extremely high performers and master

teachers. Their increases also reflected the effects of inflation on the

scale. In all cases, they were highly experienced, long-term employees of

the school.

In theory, the heac: may exercise a great deal of discretion in

implementing salary policies. He has the authority to place experienced

teachers new to the school at whatever step he feels is appropriate as long

as that step matches their previous experience. He has some latitude in

interpreting what constitutes "past experience." Additionally, the head

has the authority to hold a teacher at a particular step for lack of ade-

quate teaching; to move a teacher more than one step to reflect outstanding

performance; to move experienced teachers new to the school from level I to

level TI at the end of their first year; to hold a teacher who bqin:; a

teaching career at Westmore at level I beyond the fourth year or advance

the teacher to level II; and to place a very limited number of teachers who
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have given the school "rare and unusual leadership" at level III, beyond

the salary guidelines of either level I or level II.

In practice, the head seldom exercises these discretionary powers.

All of the teachers interviewed believe that he does not exceed the salary

guidelines and seldom uses his discretion within those guidelines. The

head in turn confirmed that he follows the step system literally. The

teachers indicate that they would be most unhappy should the head begin to

exercise the prerogatives and discretion that the salary guidelines provide

him.

All teachers interviewed are satisfied with the clarity of the system

and with the fact that the salary schedule is published each year. Every

teacher is given a copy at contract time. The salary base moves up each

year by decision of the board of trustees.

Performance pay

Officially, Westmore offers no performance pay. Evaluation of

performance, however, is crucial to whether and when a teacher moves from

level I to an advanc,otent that provides not only job security but

significant increases- 4T-earning power as well. A second opportunity for

rewarding performance comes for senior faculty members whose salaries are

set beyond step 15, level II. The exact salary in such cases is determined

by the head, based on the teacher's performance and inflaLion.

The head, with the advice of some faculty members, designed the

current system to reduce the anxieties and frustrations of teaches, who

were unaware of how salaries were determined. Even the current salary

approach contains one source of anxiety for the teaching staf:: whether

and when a teacher moves from level I to level II. On this subject rumors
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abound, particularly among the younger teachers, who view the first four

years at Westmore as a "probationary period." Once teachers advance from

level I to level II, their anxiety diminishes and they sense that their

career at Westmore is secure. Future salary advancements are clearly

visible on the step schedule of level II.

It is unclear how explicit the head and division heads are in dis-

cussing performance with faculty members. Teachers with master's degrees

who, after the prescribed minimum waiting period, have not moved from level

I to level II know that they should begin thinking about moving to another

school. The only criticism of this change of levels centers on concern

that certain teachers may not receive the right kind of counsel to help

them overcome weaknesses that inhibit their promotion.

The administration's response to faculty concern about discontinuing

tenure in the late 1960's was to develop a multi-year contract. Normally,

contracts are awarded for one year only. After the fourth year, the head

may offer a one-year contract with a one-year guaranteed renewal. After

the eighth year, the head may extend a one-yeax contract with two addi-

tional guaranteed renewals--in other words, a three-year contract. Multi-

year contracts are not guaranteed. In fact, one division head discourages

teachers from accepting such multi-year contract offers from the he .d.

In 1982-83, 35 teachers had one-year contracts, nine had two-year

contracts, and six had three-year contracts. Seven teachers were still

tenured, even though tenure had been abolished in the late 1960'5.

Compensation for nonteaching res ponsibilities

No compensation of any kind exists for extracurricular activities

at Westmore. Salary guidelines make it clear that everyone is expected to

106
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take part in and support school life and activities. Extracurricular

activities, an expected part of the job in the middle and upper schools,

will soon be expected in the lower school as well. Teachers state that

they willingly,take on extracurricular responsibilities.

Teachers do not unanimously or uniformly agree that extracurricular

assignments should go without compensation. In fact, this is one of the

most significant issues under consideration by the Faculty Meeting on

Business. Some teachers interviewed agree that coaches and other teachers

who give up vacation time to work with students in sports or drama should

be compensated for vacation days. The administration opposes any effort to

initiate compensation for additional activities. The head believes that

the school might then be obliged to compensate teachers who work on week-

ends or on special projects for the school.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries will demonstrate how Westmore's salary system operated in 1983-84.

Age

Years of experience

Experience

Beginner Middle-range Long-term

25

2

37

1 !

50

26

Degree B.A. A- M.A.

Base pay $14,385 !!' P4, 1 32- $24,626-

2,225 $32,550

Performance pay $0-$3,093 $0-$7,924

Extracurricular
activities

Total salary $14, 38L $19,132- $24,626 -

$22,225 $32.,550
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The decision-making process

Westmore's current salary system evolved primarily as a result of

pressure from the faculty and concern on the part of the administration.

The Faculty Meeting on Business had no hand in creating the original salary

scale but has since been actively engaged in discussing other salary

issues. The meeting has a clerk but no other officers.

In the early stages, considerable tension existed between the meeting

and the head. The meeting was very concerned about the lack of a published

salary scale having specific steps that reflect years of experience. As

the system developed, the freqlency of meetings and level of attendance

diminished. Faculty interest in such a committee seems to have. been

directly proportional to the intensity of feeling about specific issues in

the school, ins.:luding salaries. Because that issue was addressed fairly

successfully at Westmore, the Faculty Meeting on Business became less an

adversarial group and more a sounding board for faculty suggestions,-and

opinions. The meeting is now characterized by a cooperative working

relationship with the school's administration.

All teachers are very much aware of the Faculty Meeting on Business.

Many have attended sessions to listen to their colleagues and to state

their own opinions. The meeting's more recent topics of discussion have

been extra pay for extra work; whether part-time teachers, now paid on an

hourly basis, should be paid a percentage of a full-time professional's

salary; whether teachers should be able to take unpaid leave of absence in

addition to the current paid personal leave; and whether the school should

have a paternity and maternity leave policy.

The Faculty Meeting on Business has no direct liaison to the board

of trustees, although it may take its concerns directly to the Faculty,

Administration, and Board Personnel Committee.

1068
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Teaching as a career

All teachers at Westmore expressed satisfaction with their teoching

assignments and the salaries they were earning. In general, the level of

satisfaction is high with compensation received and the process by which

that compensation is determined.

The school has an informal faculty evaluation system that attempts

to seperate evaluation for purposes of salary determination and contract

renewal from evaluation to encourage staff growth and improvement. One

facet of evaluation for growth and improvement is an annual meeting between

each teacher and the head of the division at the beginning of the academic

year to outline job targets. In February, they meet again to assess how

effectively those targets are being met. This practice is not followed

uniformly in all three divisions. Evaluation for contract renewal and

salary` determination takes place in the middle of the year, when division

heads consult department heads about the performance of each teacher.

Division heads then put evaluations in writing and send them to the head to

use in setting salaries and renewing contracts. Copies of these letters

are sent to each teacher evaluated.

Senior teachers do not know one another's salaries, nor do they

discuss them, even at contract time. Younger teachers do not talk much

about salaries or share information about what they earn. Younger teachers

who are still on level I do express anxieties about their status, however,

and ask their colleagues for clarification about the criteria for moving to

level II.

Most teachers interviewed indicate no desire or financial motive for

moving into administration and express satisfaction with having chosen

teaching as a career. Nearly all of them state that they believe the

103
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current salary system rewards years of teaching experience at Westmore

and uses experience as the primary basis for moving a teacher from step to

step, particularly in level II. The teachers as a group like teaching and

teaching at Westmore in particular. However, they worry that, if their

spouses were not working or if they were the major family breadwinners,

they could not remain in teaching. All acknowledge that the teaching

profession is underpaid in comparison to other professions, but most

believe that Westmore is doing everything possible to raise salaries.

Resource base for instructional salaries

Westmore has a small endowment, $600,000. Its tuition falls within

the middle range of schools with which it competes. Tuition might be

considered low in comparison with similar schools in other parts of the

country. On the other hand, Westmore's salaries rank it in the top 10 per

cent of NAIS schools in the Middle Atlantic area.

Salaries have increased by the following percentages in the last

several years.

Salary increase Tuition increase

1978-79 7.0% 5.4%

1979-80 10.7% 5.7%

1980-81 9.2% 11.7%

1981-82 13.0% 13.0%

1982-83 13.2% 13.8%

1983-84 11.0% 10.0%

Westmore's median salary, $17,600, is now higher than salaries of
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other independent schools in the metropolitan area in which it is located.

The faculLv is very aware of this. The school has a commitment to increase

salaries 3.7.per cent above projected inflation for four years. Because

Westmore does not have a large endowment, it may need to increase tuition

by at least- 3.7 per cent above inflation, if not more. The overall salary

increase for 1983-84 was 11 per cent, and the tuition increase was 10 per

cent.

The school has other sources of funds for increasing faculty salaries:

annual giving and auxiliary enterprises. Half of all funds raised through

annual giving go specifically into the faculty salary budget. Westmore

knows exactly how much money it will have available from annual giving

every year because it works one year ahead, adding money raised to the

following year's operating budget. Westmore is seeking to increase the

income it obtains from auxiliary enterprises such as summer school and

rental of school facilities so that it may use some or all of that income

for faculty salaries.

An additional source of income for increasing faculty salaries

over the last several years has been the gradual rise in the school's

enrollment, which has grown by some 50 students over five years, while

administrative overhead has remained fairly constant. An average class

size of 19 and a fairly young faculty also contribute to the school's

ability to pay competitive salaries.

Summary

The faculty salary system at Westmore seems to meet many of the

faculty's expectations for clarity and future planning while providing the

administration with a degree of flexibility. This flexibility is rather
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limited, however, and finds its expression primarily in the decision

whether and when to move a techer from level I to level II.

Greater flexibility appears to exist more in theory than in practice,

for the head seldom uses the options open to him. He has no great desire

to exercise the discretion that the salary guidelines provide. Teachers

are so accustomed to present practice that they would now be concerned if

he were to use some of his legitimate discretionary powers, beyond the

recognized right to decide whether and when to shift someone from level I

to level II. The Quaker tradition of the school appears to be at work

here, forging an unspoken agreement about the degree of discretion the head

will employ.



Wetherly Academy

Wetherly Academy is a large coeducational boarding-day school in New

England. Its students range in age from fourteen to eighteen. A school

with a rich history and tradition, its graduates have occupied important

positions in the private and public sectors for over a century.

During the early and middle 1970's, several of Wetherly's traditions

began to change. Among these changes were a move to coeducation and intro-

duction of a faculty salary system, both of which coincided with a change

in leadership. From a traditional head who had ruled the school by

"executive order" for over 25 years, leadership passed to a school head

having a background in university administration who was interested in

involving the school's faculty--and even its students--in important

decisions about the school's future.

Previously, salaries had been decided by the head of the school,,with

no salary schedule, no negotiation, and no discussion. Coincident with the

change in leadership, the faculty formed the Faculty Compensation Commit-

tee, whose purpose was to develop an explicit faculty compensation

schedule. Teachers had found themselves uncomfortable with the lack of

specific guidelines and criteria upon which their salaries were calculated.

Over a decade later, the words "structured," "explicit," and "specific"

appropriately describe Wetherly's current faculty salary system.

Description of structure

Wetherly Academy is the only school in the sample that bases its

salary schedule on age. This feature of its system seems to differentiate
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Wetherly's from the usual experienced-base scale. The scale runs from

twenty-one to sixty-plus years of age. The jumps by years seem to be

considerably greater in the mid-thirties range. This age-based scale is

adjusted annually for inflation.

In addition to base salary determined by a person's age, a small

increment is given for advanced degrees--$300 for a master's, $500 for a

Ph.D. A few teachers interviewed who had advanced degrees indicated that

they consider these increments somewhat meager.

Since Wetherly is primarily a boarding school, with less than 20 per

cent day students, teachers are generally expected to live in dormitories

and to supervise students. Housing for these faculty members is provided

free of charge, and they receive additional compensation fo: dormitory

service. The dormitory increment, like the base salary, is based On age.

After a faculty member has accumulated 15 years of dormitory service--at

Wetherly or at another boarding school--he or she is allowed to live in

other school housing while continuing to have the maximum increment for

dormitory service added to salary. This increment amounted to $1,600 in

1982-83. If a teacher decides to live outside a dormitory before accumu-

lating 15 years of dormitory service, but still remains in on-campus

housing, the dormitory increment retained as part of salary is adjusted

for years of dormitory service actually performed.

The fourth component in calculating a teacher's salary is years

of teaching experience. Since many other schools use experience as the

foundation of basic salary schedules, the contrast of Wetherly's limited

experience compensation with most other independent schools' methods for

compensating experience in teaching is striking. Years-of-experience in-

crements range from an additional $400 for one year to a high of $2,600
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for eight years of experience. Teaching experience beyond the eighth year

is not additionally rewarded. On rare occasions, nonteachinq exprience,

such as computer programming or work as a professional economist, is

counted. One administrator at Wetherly, indicating that the school's

philosophy is to provide its major rewards to teachers through the

age-based schedule, performance pay, and extra pay for additional duties

and responsibilities, questions whether teaching skill actually improves

enough beyond the eighth year to warrant additional compensation on that

basis. For teachers whose lifelong careers are at stake, this attitt

might seem discouraging.

Of the four criteria governing calculation of base salary for a

Wetherly teacher--age, advanced degrees, dormitory service, and teaching

experience--age, without question, is the major one. Figure 1 documents

these scales for 1982-23.

Performance pay

During the 1970's, in an effort to "rationalize" the faculty

compensation system, the Faculty Compensation Committee, together with

Wetherly's administration, developed a system for rewarding performance

based on what they called "quality points." The board of trustees was very

much in favor of the idea, which assumed that the quality of a teacher's

performance could be quantified for the purpose of calculating his or her

salary. But the method of calculating quality points was never thoroughly

explored, and the quality point system rather quickly developed into the

more informal performance pay system that exists today.

Performance pay is determined on an annual basis, taking into con-

sideration a teacher's total contribution to the school. Teachers are
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Wetherly

Pi.clutt:

Academy: Faculty Salary Schedule, 1982-83

1. Ago:;cule Ago Amount 4. Increments for

52 16,900 dormitory service

Aye Amount 53 17,000

21 1,500 54 17,100 Aye Amount

22 7,600 55 17,200 21 500

23 7,700 56 17,300 . 22 500

24 1,800 57 17,400 23 600

25 8,000 58 17,500 24 600

26 8,300 59 17,600 25 600

27 8,500 604 17,700 26 700

28 8,800
27 700

29 9,100
28 800

30 9,500 2. Increments 29 800

31 10,100 for experience 30 900

32 10,700 31 900

33 11,300 Years of 32 1,000

34 11,900 experience Amount 33 1,000

35 12,400 0 0 34 1,100

36 12,800 1 400 35 1,100

37 13,300 2 700 36 1,200

38 13,700 3 1,000 37 1,200

39 14,100 4 1,300 38 1,300

40 14,400 5 1,600 39 1,300

41 14,700 6 2,000 40 1,400

42 15,000 7 2,300 41 1,400

43 15,300 8+ 2,600 42 1,500

44 15,500
43 1,500

45 15,700
44+ 1,600

46 15,900 3. Increments for

47 16,100 advanced degrees

48 16,300

49 16,500 Degree Amount

50 16,700 Master's 300

51 16,800 M.Phil. 400

Ph.D. 500

evaluated, usually uy department chairmen, and occasionally by a senior

administrator, who make classroom visits. Two periods of a faculty mem-

ber's life at Wetherly are singled out for special attention: after the

second year, which marks passage from probationary to regular faculty

status, and after the fifth year.

Wetherly has no formal tenure system, and all contracts are subject to

annual review. An informal tenure system does exist, however. After the

fifth year, if a teacher is performing up to the standards the school has

defined for itself, he or she is encouraged to consider a permanent posi-



tion on the faculty. Evaluation after that point is sporadic, and even the

earlier evaluation visits are not f(mially documented. The median number

of years of overall teaching experience for Wetherly teachers is 11, with

an average of six spent at. Wetherly.

The range for perThnnance pay is broal, Some teachers, mostly those

who are new to teaching and to the Wetherly faculty, receive no performance

pay. Other teachers receive up to $3,800 a year in ad(litional compensation

for outstanding peformance. Both extremes are rare, however. The average

teacher receives under $1,000 a year as a performance increment. This is

added to base pay, experience, dormitory service, and advanced degree

increments to produce a final annual salary, which is the only figure that

appears in a teacher's annual contract letter. Thus teachers are not told

specifically how much pay they are receving for outstanding performance.

Teachers also have considerable opportunity to earn more money through

extracurricular activities, described in detail below.

Most teachers interviewed assumed that they received some performance

pay, but few had performed the reiativeiy simple calculation--total salary

minus the sum of increments for age, experience, degrees, and dormitory

service--that would let them know how much it is. Even those teachers at

the absolute top of the performance category seemed unaware of being ,com-

pensated for performance at such a high level.

In discussing actual philosophical commitment to the concept of

differing pay for quality of performance, the Wetherly faculty members

interviewed appeared sharply divided. Some teachers were strongly or

moderately committed to the idea, while for others evaluating quality of

performance was so difficult as to make them believe it almost impossible

to put the concept into action. Administrators believe that awarding
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periolmane pay is inst. ward tcw u111:;1 nditol

than an inc:ontivo for future performance. Milers might. thid lhis distinc-

tion dalioulf to make. Separating the aim:; of salary lovels into wward

and motivation as two distinct concepts is not easy to acoompUsh in

practioo, ex/on fhowth ppealing in theory. Tin o fact. that: Wfhor1y

toachers were generally unaware of the amount of performance pay in their

salary checks indicates that they really do not know whether the sehool

dooms their performance outstanding, at least in financial terms.

Generally feeling that the salary system works better in retaining

high-quality teachers than it does in attracting new ones, faculty members

cite relatively low beginning salaries as the reason. Teachers do not

generally believe that the salary system provides a strong incentive for

performance. Because the performance pay component ofiteachers' salaries

is not made explicit, this may explain the lack of perceived incentive.

The performance component as a percentage of overall faculty compensation

is relatively modest.

Some teachers interviewed, having been members of the faculty for 10

cr 20 years, could point to a definite improvement in interfaculty rela-

tions resulting from the introduction of the present system. These

teachers mention the relatively detrimental effect of the earlier quality

point system on faculty relations. They perceive that the present system,

with its explicit schedules and very specific pay for extracurricular

activities, has been beneficial in reducing discomfort over salaries.

Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

In a boarding school, teachers are expected to undertake many non-

academic duties. Wetherly's faculty compensation system is noteworthy for
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it.:; elaborate !whodule of extracurricular compew;ation u; welt ,e; lot ilm

age-ba!;ed :;alary :;carte.

A!; part of their obligation!:, Wetherly Leacher;; are expecLed to take

on aignment:; beyond teaching !;o ar; to function in at least two way; ;,

re erred to ,e; a "bimodal -;wJtem." Under this; !),!;tem, in addiLion to

teaching four classes; -- reduced if other academic or administrative duties

are assigned -a teacher is expected to take responsibility for at least one

of the following activities: teaching an extra section, acting as a resi-

dent dormitory adviser, coaching, supervising recognized nonathletic

activities, or providing administrative assistance.

Most teachers actually engage in at least two of these activities,

usually dormitory service and coaching. Each of these responsibilities is

compensated in specific amounts. Activities that qualify for additional

compensation are varied: form dean, coaching varsity football, supervising

the school's literary magazine, and even timing soccer games. The elabor-

ateness of these figures speaks for itself, as Figure 2 shows. Wetherly

operates on a trimester system; thus the actual dollar amounts shown in

Figure 2 are often from a term's service.

Teachers seem highly positive about this system. They consider the

nonacademic activities in a residential school a major part of the job but

seem to believe that specific compensation is the most equitable method for

rewarding teachers for these extra duties. Teachers may choose to take on

several, and many do. Faculty members generally perceive that administra-

tors look favorably on those who are active in the nonacademic aspects of

school life. Administrators frankly admit that performance pay is

dispensed more readily to teachers who, besides evidencing high-quality

classroom performance,- are also involved with activities "in other modes."
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Sect ion headn--Fi .1 , 5111, iThem

phys,, music, arr, drama

.1ean

Annuitant in col loge placement (wi ll ing

100 col lege recommendai bins)

Coeidinator of hron1.! WonkPlId drPI

Coriunmeonont

t'.hatiman, Faculty Committee

Almisuions interviews (5/week tot

Counseling team memloo.

Mini 'Tenn coordinator

010or of begintlip) teacher

Exhihitions in Arts Center

Alpuoinpouse hotua-, alviser

Academic duties

Teaching an extra section

Supervisor of all testing programs

9 weeks)

Advisers/supervisors of student activities

1,000

1, 350-- 1>'dll

(unctions

750

650

450-200/tet)a

500

300

500

500/relm or

100/hea4/yerr

600-675/term

500/tens

Society for Minority Awareness

ABC students and liaison with national office

600

500/term

Yearbook
1,050

School paper
1,050

Literary magazine
50 /issue

Ness Club'
1,200

Community service
1,200

Adviser to Student Council
600

Faculty representative to Judicial Committee
200/term

Debate Council/Team
900

Math lab coordinator
900

Afternoon computer duty
600

Math Team coach
600

Senior projects coordinator
400

Radio station
500

Outing Club
($15/day,

$50 /weekend)

Dodge Shops
1,200

Foreign language play direction
300

Drama pool (major-minor directing roles

by those in department as if coaching) 5,700
.

(;111t Vitt ,

1111,I it' 1 ..511111,011.i.111(113

V,

!'h5111'

.1,1 11,

)hisekil 1 ,VIII) $600 $00 $600
$ ho

Basketball 10 h00 00 h00 150

Crew ( lug) BOO sal Oli (01 NI

iuidl hockey 101) IWO 1,1,1) 1,11!) NI

lei. hockey 1100 1.00 00 00 M

Foorld l
000 1,00 00 h00 IA

Lactoinie Ii00 011 650 WO 350

(l,Jecea 000 h00 650 600 350

Squash HOO 600 650 (0)) 350

Swimming H00 500 00 b00 050

Tenni 1)0))
500 00 1,00 050

Track WM 600 00 660 350

Wrestling 0110 600 650 100 350

(ins 6ountty 700 500 160 1`I0

Gymnastics 71)11 'AO 550 35))

Skiing 71)0 500 A 350

Softball 700 500 550 350

Volleyball 700 500 550 350

Riflery 700 500 550 350

Archery (spring) 600 400

Golf 600 41J

Off-season or noncompetitivespio1

Archery (fall)

Ballet

Bicycling

Crew (fall)

Figure sk ing

Forestry

Gymnastics (fall)

Mountaineering

Swimming

Tennis (fall)

Weight training

Yoga

Specials

$450

400

400

500 (coordinator) (0-350) 450

400

400

450

450

500 (coordinator)

500 (coordinator)

450

400

500

(0-400 club) 350

Lifeguards: 'Club" rate ($350/term) if 5 days/Week; otherwise,

volunteers

Timing soccer and basketball games:
Pool of $600 per year

Officiating basketball, etc.: Pool of $200 per year

Judging at track meets: Pool of $270 in 1980-81.
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Descr of structure

A ta.,aer ,oining the Leslie faculty in 1983-84 received a base salary

of $14,500, with another $500 for a master's degree, $1,000 for a Ph.D.,

and for each year of previous experience. Thus a teacher -oming to

Leslie with a master's degree and five years' previous experience would

begin at a salary of about $17,000. The faculty salary schedule at Leslie

rewards faculty members for longevity. For example, a teacher who began

teaching at Leslie and entered his or her fifth year there in 1983-84 was

paid $17,600 plus $500 more for a master's degree.

The head makes a conscious effort to avoid paying new teachers more

than those with comparable experience who are already on the staff.

Continuing faculty members have a financial advantage through preferential

differentiation in pay. For example, in 1983-84 a tear-11er having 10 years'

previous experience elsewhere started at a salary of 418,500, whereas a

teacher entering his or her tenth year at Leslie earned $21,100. The



The only lack of satisfaction we found with the system was over the cash

differences between the sports--varsity versus minor versus noncompetitive

sports.

The amounts shown in Figure 2 are mostly per term sums, and teachers

may change most activities each term. Payment for engaging in these

extracurricular activities is made in one lump sum at the end of each

term. Like annual readjustments of base pay scales, these extracurricular

amounts are also adjusted every year. A jump of 15 per cent in the

coaching scale was planned for 1983-84, some 8 per cent more than the 7 per

cent proposed for increases in the base scales.

In some boarding schools, recruiting ;teachers to live in dormitories

can be difficult. Wetherly Academy, on the other hand, has a waiting list

of people wanting to do so. The reason seems clear: living in a dormitory

costs nothing--even utilities are free--and carries an extra increment for

dormitory service. Most teachers who do not live in dormitories live on

the school's vast carpus. They may live in these school-owned residences,

which are assigned according to family size and seniority, rent-free, but

they must pay two thirds of their own utility bills. New England winters

make these bills substantial. Payment for service and free utilities are

powerful incentives for living in a dormitory.

Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries for 1982-83, shown on the next page, will help explain how the

Wetherly salary system operates.

The decision-making process

_Initiation, formulation, adjustment, and refinement of the faculty

compensation-system at Wetherly Academy has traditionally been influenced
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Experience

Beginner

Item

Age 25

Yrs. experience 2

Degree

Dormitory Yes

Performance pay

B.A.

A little

Middle-range Long-range

Amount Item Amount Item Amount

$3,000 37 $13,300 50 $16,700

700 12 2,600 26 2,600

0 M,A. 300 M.A. 300

600 Yes 1,200 No (15 yrs.) 1,600

250 High perf. 2,500 Moderate 1,200

Total on contract $9,550 $19,900 $22,400

Activities
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Mentor for

Riflery-- new tchr. 300 -Form

V. asst. 500 Tch. section 650 dean

Mentor (see above) Form dean

Hockey-Club 300 Adm. intervw. 650 (see above)

Form dean

Crew-J.V. 650 Baseball-V. 800 (see above)

2,500

Total salary $11,000 $22,300 $24,900

by the faculty through its strong Faculty Compensation Committee. Ori-

ginally, the committee was formed by a group of teachers particularly

interested in the issue of salary distribution. -When the current head

arrived, he gave this committee his strong support.

During the development of the present system, the original Faculty

Compensation Committee became interested in adjusting the inequities of the

system in place at that time. Now members of the committee are elected.

The faculty at large, members of the committee, and administrators consider

its impact to be strong.
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Final decisions on salaries as part of the budget are made by the

board of trustees, but the board and the administration take very seriously

recommendations from the Faculty Compensation Committee. One teacher

interviewed, a key figure in instigating and refining the current system,

stated that the committee now has less impact than it once did. This

teacher also conceded that the system presently needs little refinement.

Clearly, teachers consider Wetherly's administration open to faculty sug-

gestions. The degree of satisfaction among faculty members over involve-

ment in .,alary issues is high. Relations between top admini.:trators and

the Faculty Compensation Committee seem very ,.:ongenial.

Teaching as a career

Many of the teachers interviewed would like to move into administra-

tive positions because of the financial advantage of doing so. Many

mention such posts as department chairman and form dean, rather than purely

administrative slots, as their goal.

A more difficult question, whether the teaching profession is viable

in the long run, brought introspective responses. A clear majority of

teachers interviewed do not consider teaching a practical long-term

career. Although personally satisfied with teaching, many of these highly

trained, well-qualified professionals express discouragement that the pro-

fession is so little valued by society. A few teachers are candid in

expressing their feelings about the enormous difference in income between

themselves and the parents of their students.

Resource base for instructional salaries

For a boarding school, Wetherly pays its teachers well. It is one of
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a rather small group of schools having a high endowment. This financial

security is reflected in the school's salary levels. Approximately 20 per

cent of endowment income is designated specifically for faculty salaries,

plus another 14 per cent for fringe benefits. Annual giving is high, but

this income goes directly into the operations budget. Whether it is used

specifically for faculty salaries is a reflection of the proportion of the

total budget devoted to instruction.

The exceptional thing about Wetherly Academy--and the reason for

including it in this study--is not that its resource base is relatively

comfortable. That is conceded. The aspects of Wetherly's faculty compen-

sation system that make it interesting are two the very explicit nature

of the entire system, and the extracurricular and age-based factors used in

calculating a teacher's base salary.

Wetherly may be able to devote considerably more of its resources to

faculty compensation in a few years. The development staff is now engaged

in a multi-year capital campaign whose specific purpose is to raise

endowment for faculty salaries.

On the average, faculty salaries have risen over the past several

years. Annual increases in base salaries, calculated on age, have grown

during those years, as shown on the next page. of course,'performance pay

and extracurricular increments--not included here--would make an average

faculty salary increase look quite different from these figures.

As part of its benefits program, Wetherly offers standard health and

pension plans. Qualified children of faculty members may attend the school

tuition-free as day students. The school offers a modest subsidy for col-

lege tuitions of faculty children. For faculty members having at least 10

years of service, the school has a mortgage interest subsidy plan. The
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Year

Average salary
% increase

Average base
faculty salary

Benefits as
% of salary

Tuition
% increase

1978-79 $12,700 17.6 6.2

1979-80 7.2 13,100 17.1 7.1

1980-81 11.4 15,200 18.9 12.9

1981-82 13.1 16,000 19.3 12.5

1982-83 11.8 17,500 19.3 12.4

1983-84 8.9 17,450 20.2 6.0

school subsidizes half of mortgage rates over a fixed value (5 per cent in

1982-83) in mortgages up to $50,000. For example, a mortgage of $45,000 at

12.8 per cent annual interest rate would have the school paying $1,755 each

year: $45,000 x (.128-.05)/2 = $1,755. The school, offers generous sabba-

tical leaves--one term plus a summer, generally--and summer study grants

are very accessible. Many of the teachers interviewed have taken advantage

of these grants. Room, board, and laundry service are also available to

all faculty members.

A nonfinancial benefit of some importance to teachers is the concept

of the "free day," each week, when they have no scheduled classes or extra-

curricular activities. Classes meet on alternate Saturdays. The average

teaching load is 170 minutes a day. The faculty-student ratio at Wetherly

is 1:10, with average class size varying among subjects, from about 15 in

mathematics and economics to about seven in foreign languages like Russian

and Chinese.

Summary

Although the criteria for judging high-quality performance of teachers

are stated by the chief administrator charged with faculty affairs as the
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most important part of Wetherly's faculty compensation system, in fact

teachers are largely uninformed about performance pay. The general level

of faculty satisfaction with this particular system is high. Being paid

specifically for the work one does is perceived as almost the definition of

fairness.

Such a system would, however, appear to reward the quantity of work

more explicitly than the quality of work. Quality criteria are subjective,

and the award of additional performance pay based on quality of work is nOt

well understood by the faculty. Nevertheless, teachers report a high

-degree-of-satisfaction with salaries, and most acknowledge a professional

commitment to remain in teaching.



Bristol School

Bristol School is a 7-12 boys' school of under 300 students located in

a metropolitan area of New England. The campus is modest, low-key, and

understated, like many other aspects of this rigorously academic and tra-

ditional school. The students are gifted and come from families of widely

ranging social and economic backgrounds. The school is one of the oldest

in the country, and its salaries for teachers rank in the top 10 per cent

of NAIS schools nationwide.

The former salary system was one where the head's judgment was the

primary criterion for decisions about salaries. No published salary scale

existed, and faculty members were concerned about the differences in

salaries paid. The teachers met with the head to present their concerns.

From this faculty initiative came suagestions for the highly structured and

explicit salary scale that, with minor modifications over the years, is

still in place.

The first efforts to develop a faculty salary scale resulted from a

1972 study of several local public school salary systems. The newly formed

Faculty Salary Committee, unable to find any area independent schools that

used published salary scales, turned to the public schools for comparison.

The final product was an amalgam of the scales employed by three of the

higher-paying public school systems, minus $1,000. The Faculty Salary

Committee conceded that the atmosphere for teaching and learning at Bristol

was excellent and that the "$1,000 less" concept was an acceptable trade-

off for what was seen as the intangible benefits of an independent school

setting.
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The current faculty salary system, first developed by faculty initia-

tive and pressed on the head by a faculty comaittee, is modified each year

to correct inequities. For example, the scale was changed to add--and

later remove--an increase in the middle of the salary scale for midcareer

teachers.

The present system is primarily a product of faculty effort. All

interested teachers are invited to meet with the head each November as he

prepares a recommendation for the trustees. These teachers constitute the

Faculty Salary Committee. Although the head inherited the system when he

arrived several years ago, he strongly supports its automatic pay raises

based on experience and no performance or discretionary pay.

Description of structure

The underlying philosophical premise at Bristol is that a published,

automatic step salary scale, removed from the traditional approach--salary

negotiated by head and teacher--is the only fair and equitable system, with

equity and clarity as its principal goals.

The head operates under the following principles. First, a good

school has teachers who work hard and are committed. If-individual teach-

ers are not carrying their fair share of the load and doing the kind of job

that is expected, they should be "counseled out" or asked to leave. Money

should not be used to send negative signals. Second, teachers should have

a clea-r'idea of what they will earn in the future and be able to plan

accordingly. Third, a good salary system reduces the tension and paranoia

that can come from a system in which everyone wonders what everyone else is

making.- Finally, the salary system in effect removes the head from making

value judgments about the quality of a teacher's performance as it relates
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to salary, which in turn reduces the potential for tensions between head

and faculty.

In listing his own priorities for the present salary system, the head

states that an equitable system is his first priority. At the bottom of

the list he puts "rewarding experience." The faculty supports the head's

conviction about equity, but they place a higher value than he does on

rewarding experience. The system clearly rewards it, for experience is the

only basis for moving up the steps of the salary scale.

The present system employs a scale whose base rises every year--11.1

per cent for 1982-83, and 5.0 per cent for 1983-84. Scale increases are

recommended by the Faculty Salary Committee to the head, who then makes

recommendations to the board of trustees. Between 1973 and 1983, the board

never turned down either the committee's proposed modifications to the

scale or the amounts recommended as increases.

Negotiation does not exist under the present system, except when a

teacher first joins the faculty. At that point, some negotiation takes

place over the step assignment for the first year. Normally, for every

year of full-time teaching experience, at Bristol or elsewhere, a teacher

advances one step on the salary scale. For example, a teacher coming to

Bristol with five years of previous teaching experience begins at step 6.

The head retains discretion to set the entry level for a new teacher

at a point higher or lower than the actual number of years of previous

teaching experience, although this rarely happens. Teachers know and

accept this fact, but they also know that, if much step jumping occurred,

the very purpose of the system would be undermined.

In theory, the head also retains the right to move a teacher two steps

to adjust for past inequity or to reward performance. This has happened
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only once during the present head's tenure. The salary change was noticed

by a teacher who was studying a computer printout of all salaries. The

resulting tension was considerable. The head has not moved another teacher

two steps since, even though he retains the right to do so. That unspoken

standoff was accepted, and so the issue is not a source of concern at this

time.

Every teacher automatically moves up one step each year. The teacher

in the earlier example, who brings five years' teaching experience and is

placed on step 6 when entering Bristol, might also have two years of Peace

Corps experience. That could, at the head's discretion, count as credit

toward an additional step or two. Having a master's degree and extra

graduate credits does not influence either placement or promotion, although

an earned degree can enhance the teacher's negotiating position upon entry.

Thus a particular teacher might start at step 7, including one year's

credit for the Peace Corps, at a salary of $20,445. Only one case has been

reported of a teacher not advancing to the next step in an ensuing year,

and that was to signal strong dissatisfaction with the teacher's perform-

ance. That teacher has since left the school, and the head no longer uses

this method to relay his concern about a teacher's performance.

Experience is the sole basis for advancement on Bristol's salary

scale. With a median salary of over $26,000 for 1983-84, Bristol had one

of the highest-paid faculties of any independent school in the country.

Because of the number of senior faculty members--11 out of 25--all of whom

are bunched at step 15 (the top of the scale) a persistent concern over the

past several years has centered around the differing needs of younger and

more senior teachers. At first, major increases went to the upper end of

the scale. Since then, the lower end of the scale has risen more dramati-
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colly than the upper end. 'Phi:; retlocts the concern of senlor faculty

memhefs about the earntny power of youhyer c(Aleayues. They urged, thfouyh

the Paculty Salary Commfttoe, that the lower end of the scale be raised.
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$14,280 for a first-year teacher. There is a $985 step-to-step increase in

between steps 1 and 8, $955 between steps 8 and 9, and $925 per step from

step 9 to step 14. The increase from step 14 to step 15, the highest

possible step, is $1,225, a small concession to senior faculty members, in

recognition of the fact that after 15 years of service the only increases

possible under the current system are those that occur as a result of the

entire scale being raised due to inflation. The base system increase was

$1,028 for every step level in 1983-84, and the step increase ranged from

$985 to $1,225. For most teachers, 1983-84 brought an increase of about

$2,000.

The system seems to have achieved its goal of fairness. Among the

teachers interviewed, no one is opposed to the school's automatic step

salary system. Several teachers perceive that both the quantity and

quality of work, even among so small a faculty, is uneven. However, while

some teachers toy in their own minds with the idea of a performance pay

system, the idea has little support.

Teachers view the system as fair both for their colleagues and for

themselves. They also see it as highly effective in recruiting and

retaining good teachers. Bristol has no problem recruiting new faculty

members, even those with mathematics and science skills, because of its

highly competitive salaries and its location. The only teachers who leave

are those who seek administrative assignments in other schools or change

careers.
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The median tength of service of the faculty at Bristol is seven years.

There are no recent examples of d teacher having left the school to teach

elsewhere. The school :3(20M5 unconcerned about the low turnover in staff

over the years or about the possible implications of low turnover for

faculty growth and school health.

Performance pay

Performance pay does not exist in Bristol's salary system. This

reflects the purpose of the system, as originally designed, to remove all

discretion from the decision-making process, except for the head's discre-

tion in placing new teachers. A few faculty members believe that teachers

should be paid differently, according to different quality or quantity of

work, but they do not know any way to achieve a "fair" performance pay

system. Few of the teachers interviewed believe that Bristol's salary

system rewards performance.

A number of faculty members believe that the school employs top-notch

teachers whose professionalism is recognized by high salaries. Knowing

this, a teacher can plan his or her financial future. An informal tenure

system exists at Bristol. After the first two or three years of service,

teachers are rarely asked to leave. Because there is no established system

of faculty evaluation, and no performance pay, the only tool the head has

for signaling quality or lack of quality of performance, is direct

discussion with individual teachers, providing praise and criticism in

whatever measure is appropriate.

All the teachers interviewed knew that the present system, with its

explicit step scale, came about as a reaction to the time when the former

head negotiated with each teacher. In one teacher's words, "Under that
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ny:itom, it you wore myrennivo you onme (mt. kitter in ilk. nouotinliho
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members, but the issue has not yet become strong enough to demand the

attention of the Faculty Salary Committee or the head. All the teachers

interviewed state that any vote on performance pay would be soundly

defeated at this time.

Most teachers know one another's salaries or can figure them out

simply by knowing how many years someone has taught. But the faculty is

not preoccupied with salaries. The old issue of feeling inequitably paid

has disappeared. One teacher said, "With salaries as high as they are

here, the issue of performance pay is not very important. If salaries were

lower, the issue might be on the front burner, because the current scale

provides little incentive to the top performer."

Compensation for nonte%ching responsibilities

Bristol does not pay for extracurricular activities. Every faculty

member is expected to teach four classes and to coach two seasons or do

comparable work. In general, the head makes every effort to assign work-

loads equitably; teachers recognize this. To some of the staff, especi-

ally those who coach the long seasons or varsity sports, their workloads,

as compared with those of others, seem unfair. Many teachers do not know

what duties other teachers perform, which may add to a feeling of unfair-

ness in the assignment of extracurricular responsibilities. On the whole,

however, teachers are satisfied with their assignments and pleased with the

attempt to make them as equitable as possible.
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Comparative information on three typical but hypothetical teachers'

salaries will demonstrate how the Bristol School's salary system operated

in 1982-83.

Experience

Beginner Middle-range Long-term

Age 25 37 50

Years of experience 2 12 26

Degree B.A. M.A. M.A.

Base pay $14,585 $24,225 $27,300

Extracurricular
activities Two Two Two

Performance pay

Total salary $14,585 $24,225 $27,300

The decision-making process

The Bristol faculty credits itself with having raised the issue

of salary inequities and with having developed the present salary system.

Teachers report that the Faculty Salary Committee continues to exercise

some influence, though less than it did when salary Equity was a burning

issue. The faculty convened on its own initiative, without specific

license from the head or the board. In initial sessions, they met with the

head, and, during an interregnum, with the board. Now the Faculty Salary

Committee meets only with the head.

As indicated earlier, every November the head invites all teachers

who are interested to re-form the Faculty Salary Committee and meet with

him to review the salary structure. Certain faculty members have volun-

tarily joined the committee every year, thus giving it some continuity of

membership. New teachers also join each year. One member, who played a
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major part in formulating the original salary system 10 years ago and still

sits on the committee, runs a computer program that shows what effect ten-

tative commi.tee decisions would have on the bottom line of the faculty

salary budget and on the specifics of the step system.

Every year, the Faculty Salary Committee devises a formal written

proposal, which the board of trustees receives through the head. For 10

years, the board has approved suggested modifications to the scale and

accepted recommendations concerning the specific percentage increase for

the faculty as a whole. Several teachers pointed out that the Faculty

Salary Committee does not bargain with the board. Moreover, the board

apparently does not see its role as one of cutting the committee's

request. Teachers state that the committee never proposes a salary

increase that seems exorbitant or unfair. In making its proposal, the

committee always takes into consideration the Consumer Price Index and

similar factors. For 1982-83, the committee asked for an 11 per cent

increase and received it. For 1983-84, the committee requested an increase

of 5 per cent in the base of the sale, and that too was granted by the

board.

A high degree of trust seems to exist among the Faculty Salary Com-

mittee, the teachers, and the head. Because the head believes strongly in

the salary system and supports it fully, the teachers believe he operates

fairly and consistently within it. Some members of the Faculty Salary

Committee worry that large salary increases every year may lead to signifi-

cant tuition increases despite the school's endowment income. -Thus teach-

ers seem cognizant of the need to balance salaries with other needs of the

school.

13/
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Teaching as a career

According to Bristol's head, teachers believe they are adequately

compensated on a fair and equitable basis. Judging from the response of

teachers interviewed, all of whom are enthusiastic about teaching there, he

is correct. Several indicate they chose teaching knowing full well that

the basic rewards would not be financial and that they could remain in

teaching only as long as their spouses also worked.

Two distinctive characteristics of the school are its commitment to

low administrative overhead and strong emphasis on high faculty salaries.

All administrators teach or take on other major assignments. The head and

the assistant head each teach two courses. The dean teaches three classes,

as does the director of studies. The head's secretary is a member-of the

faculty and serves as the college placement officer. Bristol has two and a

half full time equivalent administrators and three and three quarters full

time equivalent secretaries.

The entire atmosphere of the school is one of high commitment to

teaching and low commitment to the demands of administration. This does

not seem to hurt the school's management or efficiency of operation. The

salaries of administrators, with the exception of the head and one other

person, are based on the teaching scale. Some extra income is available

for administrators who work during the summer. It is definitely not

advantageous for teachers to move into full-time administration. Asked

whether they need to move into the administrative ranks to earn enough

money to stay in education, most teachers said they did not.

Resource base for instructional salaries

Bristol has an endowment nearing $10 million. For a such a small

13
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school--less than 300 students--that represents substantial endowment

income per student. The endowment helps to subsidize tuition, provide

generous financial aid grants, and pay competitive faculty salaries. The

school shows every indication of saving rather than squandering money and

gives little evidence of waste or extravagance. The physical plant is

neither elaborate nor modern. The desire to conserve resources is clear.

The jump in median salaries between 1979 and 1984 demonstrates

Bristol's commitment to faculty salaries.

1979-80 $17,107

1980-81 $19,000

1981-82 $22,317

1982-83 $24,225

1983-84 $26,248

Bristol's classes are small, and the faculty-student ratio of 1:8 is

low. Because of the school's small size and large endowment, it would

appear easy to achieve high salaries, modest tuition, high financial aid,

and small classes. Yet Bristol gives strong philosophical signals in its

daily operation, physical plant, and faculty policies of a no-nonsense

approach to school management.

Summary

It is not entirely clear that Bristol has confronted the long-term

Implications of the rigid step nature of its salary system. Some teachers

are concerned about "equal pay for unequal work." The number of senior

teachers is growing and, in the absence of performance pay or explicit

I
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evaluation of teaching, and given a de facto timure system--in effect after

three or four years at the school--the head will increasingly need to rely

on his own intuition and informal information system to ensure the quality

of teaching in the future.

Bristol's teachers are well paid and highly motivated. They operate

withir an explicit step salary system that has no place for performance pay

or discretionary judgments in the salary decisions about teachers. The

system is open and is perceived as fair, in that teachers can estimate

their approximate salaries from year to year. They have little interest

in discussing or comparing notes on salaries. High value is placed on

teaching, and no financial incentive exists for moving into administration.

The attitude seems to be one of "Now that we have decided the salary issue,

let's get on with the business of educating kids."



Summary and Conclusions

The case studies describing the salary systems of the nine sample schools

in this study are presented in order from least to most structured systems

We mean to convey no preference of any sort by this order; rather, we hope

readers will develop a sense of what the explicitness of salary structure

means in the context of this study.

To draw any conclusions or comparisons among the schools described,

some summary statistics are in order. The schools in these summaries are

presented in the same order they appear in the study. Readers should take

care not to generalize from these nine schools to the universe of NAIS

member schools because the sample schools were not selected randomly.

Numerical synthesis

In general, all nine schools pay their teachers well, no matter how

their salary systems are structured. The mean salary for all nine schools

in 1982-83 was $20,501 (not including the cash value of other forms of

remuneration, such as housing), whereas the NAIS mean salary for that year

was $15,390.

Figure 1 presents a series of summary statistics on the schools. The

number of full-time teachers varies substantially, both in proportion to

the enrollments of individual schools and also as a function of the work-

load of each teacher. Two of the,schools, Hilltop and Westmore, use

increased workload per teacher as one way to increase teachers' salaries.

Three others--Leslie, Wetherly, and Bristol--have low faculty-student

ratios.

-130-
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Figure 1
General Salary Summaryl

School

Number
full-time
teachers

Mean
teacher's
salary

Median
teacher's
salary4

Lowest
salary

Highest
salary

Standard
deviations

Hilltop 24 $24,232 $22,475 $16,500 $31,350 $3,941

Leslie 66 21,100 21,300 14,500 32,000 3,721

Seaforth 80 22,141 21,350 13,400 36,600 4,777

Neville 46 24,451 25,150 16,000 36,000 4,667

Frazier
2

56 19,064 18,876 13,004 27,324 3,186

Hawthorne 83 21,749 21,951 10,169 31,480 5,958

Westmore 56 19,032 17,843 12,900 31,000 4,140

Wetherly
3

122 16,742 17,050 8,100 25,700 4,915

Bristol 25 23,535 25,150 14,585 27,300 4,286

1This summary is based on 1982-83 salaries, using only full-time faculty
salary figures.

2
Calculated on a 12-month year.

3 Housing and extracurricular compensation are not included in figures.

4 Median salary is the point at which 50 per cent of salaries fall above,

and 50 per cent of salaries fall below, this figure.

5 The standard deviation is a measure of the variability among salaries.
Assuming a normal (bell-shaped) distribution, two thirds of all salaries should
fall plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean; 95 per cent of all cases

fall within two standard deviations.

Figure 2 is a graphic school-by-school representation of the distribu-

tion of salary dollars among teachers. The taller bars represent a large

proportion of teachers in a particular salary category. For instance, over

50 per cent of Frazier's faculty is in the $16,000-$20,000 category, where-

as most of the teachers at Bristol are in the highest range, $26,000-

$30,000. A flatter distribution, such as that at Hawthorne, indicates that

salary dollars are distributed widely across the faculty, with no one range

predominating. Three schools--Frazier, Wetherly, Bristol--have no faculty

salaries over $30,000, and only two schools--Hawthorne and Wetherly--have
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Figure 2

Frequency Distribution of Salaries by Percentage of Teachers

(salaries in $1,000's)
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Hawthorne Country Day School

<$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
15 20 25 30

<$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
IS 20 25 30

<$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
15 20 25 3n

<$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
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$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
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S$10 11- 16- 21- 26- >30
15 20 25 30

1These are 12-month salary figures, with summer work expected of teachers.
A few teachers receive housing, since Frazier is a day-boarding school.

2These figures include neither extracurricular pay nor housing compensation.
All teachers at Wetherly are provided with housing, and all receive some pay for

additional duties.
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any teachers paid salaries of $10,000 or less. As indicated in Figure 2,

only full-time salaries are included.

Figure 3 summarizes annual percentage increases in salaries from

1978-79 through 1983-84. Given performance pay and differential pay for

activities, not all teachers receive the "average" raise. It may be inter-

esting, however, to compare these increases to Consumer Price Index figures

for each of those years. Although administrators and teachers alike may

think salary increases are substantial, when looked at in terms of their

purchasing power they become less so.

In addition to the scale increase these percentages represent, each

teacher would also normally receive a step increase for experience (or for

age, in the case of Wetherly Academy) that might not be reflected in ave-

rage figures, since teachers retiring and being replaced by younger teach-

ers change the average faculty age from year to year. It is easiest to

assume that the average level of experience remains approximately constant,

with as many teachers leaving or retiring as joining the faculty. On

average, this is probably true, but for each school it certainly is not.

Readers will recall that Seaforth Academy's endowment increased

substantially over the salary period described in Figure 3. Seaforth's

salary increase reflects the fact that income from the increased endowment

was definitely applied to teachers' salaries. Most schools' salaries

increased more than the Consumer Price Index, but not by much.

Until recently, it was difficult to make use of median or mean salary

figures available across NAIS schools, even using regional standards.

Since years of teaching experience vary considerably from school to school,

one cannot be sure whether an individual school really has a higher salary

schedule for its teachers or whether the high figures reflect a\more



Figure 3

Average Annual Percentage Rise in Salaries

Year

Consumer

Price

Index' Hilltop Leslie Seaforth Neville Frazier Hawthorne Westmore Westerly Bristol

1978-79 6.1 8.0
.... --- rm.,. 8,5 7.0

....I 64

1979-Eu 7.1 9.0 6.0 8,0 11.2
.... 7.6 10,7 7.2 - --

1980-81 10.1 10.5 17.0 16.0 12.5 10,0 11,0 9,2 11.4 10.0

1981.82 11.9 10.0 16.0 16,0 15.7 11.9 14.0 13.0 13.1 14.9

1982-83 9.4 10.0 13.0 12.0 10.0 12,8 11.0 13.2 11.8 7.9

1983-84 5.8 5.0 9.0 16.0 4.0 8.0 8,0 11.0 8.9. 7.7

Compound-

ed total,

1981-

19842 42,6 40.4 67.2 74.8 48.9 50.0 51.7 54.8 53.4 46.9

1

From the U.S. Department Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics: Consumer Price Index: U.S. City Average,

4/22/83. Region V (Midwest).

2

Totals are compounded over the number of years shown on this table. The base of 100 is assumed for 1980-81,

111.9 per cent for 1981-82, and so on, for the CPI. Other figures are calculated in a similar fashion. The period

1981-1984 was chosen because complete data were available for all schools for those years.
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experienced faculty. That is, do schools actually pay higher salaries to

teachers at equivalent experience or age levels, or is there a di.spropor-

tion of individual techers farther along on the schedule that accounts for

the higher median salary figures? Bristol School, with 11 of its 25 facul-

ty members at the highest step, is an example of this phenomenon. We would

assume that it is the case, in virtually all schools, that as teachers gain

experience in teaching, either at a given school or in the profession

generally, their salaries reflect that increased experience.

But how much of a school's increase, on average, is due to a real

increase in base, and how much is due to the fact that more experienced

teachers make up the faculty? Figure 4 attempts to assess that condition.

However, the ratio of net salary to years of experience is also clouded by

a few other factors that are not explicit. For example, which schools "top

off" on salary schedules, and where does that "top" appear? One school,

Wetherly Academy, pays for experience only through the eighth year but

continues to reward age. Another, Bristol, has an experience scale that

caps at 15 years, a point almost half of the teachers in that school have

reached. Others, such as Hawthorne Country Day School, have recently

removed the cap from the 20-year mark.

To compute comparison ratios between schools, it was necessary to

. adjust median salaries approximately for differing base salary figures.

Therefore, a proxy for the salary base--that is, the lowest 1982-83 salary

on each school's scale--has been subtracted from the median to arrive at a

"net median salary" figure. This figure has no substantive meaning. The

ratios computed from these net figures are useful chiefly for purposes of

comparison.

Therefore, the ratios are only very rough approximations of what a
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Piqure 4
!;,;lorry /Net Exporiono! Natio

!hoot

1982-H3 me3ian
full-time
salary

Median salary
net of lowest

salary on scale

Median years
teuchin9

experience

Rutio, net
salary/years
experience

Hilltop ::22,475 45,975 12 $498

Leslie 21,300 7,975 14 570

Seaforth 21,350 7,950 14 57e

Neville 25,150 9,150 13 704

Frazier' 18,876 5,872 13 452

Hawthorne 21,951 5,451 12 454

Westmore 17,843 3,458 9 384

Westerly 2 17,050 8,950 11 814

Bristcl 25,150 10,656 12 880

1
Calculated on a 12-month salary.

2Housing and extracurricular compensation are not included.

year's teaching experience at each of the schools is "worth." Westmore,

due to the skew of its salary distribution toward lower salaries (see

Figure 2), has a lower ratio despite its lower median figure. Even though

Wetherly Academy's median salary is low, its starting salary is also low,

and so its "net median" is higher, and therefore its ratio is relatively

high. Recall that Wetherly's figures do not include compensation for

housing or extracurricular activities. Bristol School, due to bunching

of teachers at the high end of the scale, is also in the high-ratio cate-

gory. Its very general nature notwithstanding, this sort of calculation

may give a more nearly accurate picture of salary distribution throughout

our sample schools than the NAIS mean salary figures commonly used for
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comparison puiposes. The purpose it this type of analysis i f, h, compute

median salaries "net" .of experience difference.

Another type of numerical synthosin pmsible from data (iatheted

this study comes from the responses of teachers who were Interviewed. cur

total sample of teachers interviewed was 78. Tetchers were selected ran-

domly from the faculties of the sample schools in ratio of approximately

1:8. Three types of statistical descriptions re given here: a descrip-

tion of these teachers' level of experience (Figure 5); a description o

the schools in which they teach (Figure 6); and a numerical compilation of

their attitudes, opinions, and perceptions about the general issues of

salary and how the salary systems in their schools affect them (Figure 7).

Readers should note that all figures are drawn on the 78-teacher sample

and that they only apply to entire school faculties on the basis of

generalization.

Figure 5
Teaching Experience

Years in teaching Total time in teaching
Mean Std. deviation Years % in category

13.7 1
8.1 1

8.6
2

7.0
2

1
Total teaching

2
Teaching at that

school

0-4

5-10

10-15

'5-20

18

22

21

20

20+ 19

Teachers in the sample have been teaching for a long time. The

figures from the random sample of teachers within the nine schools agree

quite closely with the median years by school that are shown in Figure 4,

which is a test of how well random selection has worked. Teaching experi-

ence as shown in the right-hand table in Figure 5 seems evenly distributed
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it ies, either hy preference or hecause none are available for assignment .

The median full-time teaching salary at Neville in l9H2-83 was

$2'),000, the lowest was $16,000, and the highest was $30,000. Between

1913 and L9H3, sizable salary increases were funded primarily by sizable

increases in tuition. The faculty is very aware of Neville':; high salary

levels, both as they compare with NAYS school;; and with area public

schools.

The median years of teaching experience of the Neville faculty is

13, and the median years at the school is nine. This reflects a midcareer

faculty, most of whom are in the middle range of the salary curve. Growing

total salary costs for the school are therefore a reflection, at least

partially, of an increased number of years of teaching experience among the

school's faculty. In recent years, the base of the salary system has

increased 6-8 per cent annually.

Figure 1 (without the dashed lines) is given to teachers with their

annual salary contracts in March or April. A teacher's contract shows the

specific salary offered for the next academic year but gives no explanation

of how the total was actually arrived at. In setting salaries, no attempt

is made to determine how much is for teaching quality, for coaching, or for

serving as a department head. Instead, a teacher's''-workload as a whole is

compared with the contributions of the faculty as a group.

Teachers look at the salary schedule to calculate where on the graph

their particular salary may fall. Years of teaching experience, together

with graduate work completed, determine approximate placement. For

example, a teacher having 20 years of experience and a Ph.D. is at step 23,

because the Ph.D. brings a three-step jump. The minimum salary at step 23

is $23,000 and the maximum is $30,500. A teacher at step 23 earning

54
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Figure. 6

Teacher Distribution by School Type, Size, Grade Levels, and Salary System

Type of school Grade levels

Day or boarding % in category Grades % in category

Day 74 K-8 6.5

Boarding 16 7-12 27.3

Day/boarding,
9-12 27.3

boarding/day 10
PS-12 39.0

Degree of

Size of school structure of salary system

Enrollment % in category Degree % in category

200-300

3 00 -4 00

600-700

700-800

800-900

7.8

6.5

32.5

14.3

11.7

Most informal

Very informal

Semi-structured

Quite structured

Highly structured

6.5

24.7

19.5

41.6

7.8

throughout the five-year groupings. This would generally validate the

often-cited fact that teaching is an "aging" profession. One could surmise

that these figures were hitich lower 10 or 20 years ago.

The schools in which these teacher3 practice their profession are

profiled in Figure 6 by type, size, grade level, and degree of structure of

salary system. That more teachers come from larger schools is an artifact

of the 1:8 faculty sample selection ratio employed, that is, more faculty

members were interviewed in larger schools. The distribution by type of

salary structure would indicate that more of the schools in the sample are

found in the middle than at the extremes. It is also true that the two

smallest schools in the sample--Hilltop and Bristol--are also those having

the most extreme salary structures, according to our continuum of degree of

explicitness.

15J
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Most teachers teach in day schools, but then most students attend day

schools. Very few teachers ftom small schools are represented, but that is

because only two schools in the sample--again, Hilltop and Bristol--have

enrollments of under 500 students. Only one school, Hilltop, is an elemen-

tary 7,chool. Two -- Frazier and Bristol--enroll students in grades 7-12.

The others enroll students in elementary, middle, and high school grades,

with the exception of Wetherly, which contains grades 9-12 only.

We solicited teachers' attitudes and opinions on a number of questions

relating to salaries at their schools. We were trying to find out whether

teachers' opinions about such issues as performance pay coincided with the

salary distribUtion methods in their schools; that is, would teachers in a

school offering strong performance pay incentives be more likely to sup-

port that particular distribution method? We were also interested to see

whether teachers' opinions about salary decisions and performance pay

coincided with those of the heads of their schools. An overwhelming 90.9

per cent of the teachers felt that the salary systems in their schools were

fair for them personally. When we asked the same question about the

system's fairness for colleagues, only 75.7 per cent said it was fair.

The discrepancy was mostly due to more experienced teachers' feeling that

their colleagues who entered the faculty directly out of college were

underpaid.

A number of questions about how the salary system actually worked were

posed in the form of statements with which the teachers were asked to agree

or disagree. The following table summarizes the percentage of teachers who

agreed moderately or strongly with the statements that began "The salary

system in this school works well in

15i
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Statement
% agreeing

. . attracting new teachers" 66.2

. . retaining good teachers" 82.4

. . rewarding high performance" 70.1

. . promoting monetary advancement" 58.7

. . promoting professional growth" 92.1

This represents, in general, a group of teachers satisfied about their

salary systems. Teachers felt that returning teachers are better paid than

incoming teachers. Figure 7 shows that teachers were very positive about

the concept of performance pay, and the above table confirms that they

considered their own schools to be doing a good job in that respect. The

schools in the sample are very generous in promoting professional growth of

teachers, from tuition for graduate courses to attending conferences and

workshops to in-service training.

The tables in Figure 7 represent teachers' opinions about such issues

as performance pay, their future in teaching, evaluation, and whether they

feel the need to move into administration for monetary advancement. Most

appear to agree with the idea that teachers should be paid differing

amounts for differing levels of performance. Frankly, we were surprised by

this high level of agreement, having expected to find administrators highly

favorable to the concept of performance pay and teachers -ore apprehensive

about it.

What teachers are apprehensive about is the long-term prospect of a

life in teaching. Most teachers were either ambivalent or negative about

remaining in teaching. They were almost evenly divided about whether or

not they felt the need to move into administration. We surmise that those
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Figure 7
Teachers' Attitudes, Opinions, and Perceptions of Salary Issues

Do you favor the performance pay concept?

Opinion % in category Like/Dislike
Agree strongly 34.7
Agree moderately 40.0

Indifferent 2.7
Disagree moderately 16.0
Disagree strongly 6.7

74.7%

25.4%

Is teaching viable in the long_term?

Opinion % in category Sure/Have doubts
Yes 44.6

Maybe 10.8
No 39.2

Don't know 5.4

44.6%

55.4%

How are returning teachers' salaries decided?

Opinion % in category Schedule/No schedule
Schedule, automatic 9.0
Schedule, part discretion 52.6

61.6%
No schedule, administrators
No schedule, head only
Don't know

10.3
23.1
5.1

38.5%

Who evaluates teachers?

Evaluators % in category Head/Other
Head only 10.4

Department chairman
Division head
Combination of administrators

10.4

10.4
68.8

10.4%

89.6%

Do you feel the need to move into administration?

Opinion % in category
Yes 41.3
Maybe 4.0

No 54.7

Do you have a written contract?

Reply % in category
Yes; one-year 92.3
Yes; multi-year 3.8
No contract 3.8

.1 5 ')tl
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Figure 7 (continued)

What effect does the
salary system have on faculty relations?

Opinion)
Positiv0
No effect
Negative

% in category
22.7
56.0
21.3

Do you know other teachers' salaries?

Reply
Yes, all
Yes, some
No

% in category
7.0

23.9
69.1

schools that offer financial rewards for administrative duties assumed by

teachers, or whose administrative pay scale is substantially higher than

their faculty scale, encourage their teachers to feel the need to move

flup.n

Evaluation of teaching performance in the sample schools was unevenly

accomplished. The majority of teachers felt they were evaluated by a com-

bination of administrators. Just about all teachers had written contracts,

mostly for one year; a small percentage had contracts for more than one

year. Teachers in general did not know other teachers' salaries. Only a

few knew everyone's salary, and a large number knew only their own.

We were interested in teachers' perceptions of the effect of their

salary system on interfaculty relations. We had suspected that a salary

system having a strong performance pay component might engender a certain

degree of suspicion or uneasiness among faculty members. Most teachers

felt the system had no effect on relations, and the remainder were about

evenly divided between negative and positive effects. Given the generally

positive attitude'toward performance pay, however, it is not surprising to

find that faculty relations are not greatly affected by it.

15.4
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Conclusions

To present a picture of successful options for schools in the area of

salary structure, we avoided choosing schools whose salary systems were

unsuccessful. In fact, one of the criteria for selecting schools was that

their systems be functioning well. It is therefore impossible, on the

basis of the evidence we gathered, to recommend one type of salary system

over another. A few characteristics of salary systems do, however, cor-

relate with their degree of explicitness.

Within the sample, teachers in schools having more explicit salary

systems--Westmore, Wetherly, and Bristol--appear to be more actively en-

gaged in discussion of issues surrounding salary. For most of the schools

that now have some degree of explicitness to their systems--Frazier (point

system), Hawthorne (performance criteria), Wetherly (explicit pay for

extracurricular duties), even Seaforth (corporate-style job descriptions)-

a change in the salary system, usually in the direction of a more explicit

structure, has coincided with a change in leadership.

We would not like to conclude that a change in leadership is a

necessary precursor for a change in the salary structure, but change is

probably much easier under those circumstances. Most salary system changes

we observed in the recent histcry of the sample schools were toward a more

explicit system, though the pendulum seems to be moving the other way

again. Change toward greater explicitness would appear to be much more

easily accepted by teachers than change toward more administrative discre-

tion. We would not, however, conclude that all independent schools' salary

systems are moving in the direction of highly explicit, step increase, base

pay salary scales with no performance pay component. The rich diversity we

found in this area of independent school management and the successful
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operation of a wide variety of systems attest to the fact that movement is

not all in the direction of explicit scales. Nevertheless, it would seem

that moving in the direction of more discretion for administrators is more

difficult for a faculty accustomed to explicitness to accept.

Teachers in several of the sample schools indicated that they might

be more critical of the salary structure in use, particularly a system that

was not very explicit, if they did not have a high degree of confidence

that the head of their particular school would make reasonable decisions.

We conclude, therefore, that a low-structure system is more successful in

those schools where rapport between faculty and administration, particular-

ly the head, is strong. But this is true of many other aspects of school

life as well. -The head's leadership style is vital in the matter of

salaries. One wonders how the teachers at The Leslie School, for example,

would accept the salary decisions made by the current head--in her position

for over 20 years--if these were made by someone else in whom they had had

no opportunity to feel confidence.

Issues surrounding performance pay comprise a major portion of this

study. We conclude that administrators would like performance pay to play

a dual role: to motivate faculty members to perform at high levels with

the promise of reward if they do so, and tangibly to say "Thank you" to

teachers who have done a good job. These two purposes certainly blend, but

there is a distinction between reward for past performance and motivation

for future performance.

We conclude that, if administrators want performance pay to serve a

motivational purpose both to those who do not receive it and to those who

do, the amount awarded must be specified to individual recipients. The

faculty should then also know how much performance pay is possible and
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perhaps even what percentage of the faculty receives it. Many negatives

are associated with being candid: those not receiving merit pay might be

hurt by what they perceive to be a negative judgment and might actually

come to resent those teachers whom the administration singles out as high

performers.

Most schools in the sample that award more than token amounts of

performance pay do not make explicit to the faculty in general the amounts,

recipients, or criteria for such awards. A few schools, Hawthorne being

one, tell each faculty member each year how much performance pay he or she

receives, both for that year and cumulatively, and what the possibility for

performance pay actually is. Hawthorne is also quite explicit about the

criteria for performance pay. Hilltop awards its performance pay in the

form of a bonus at the end of the year, so it is certainly explicit.

Frazier, which uses percentage of base pay in determining performance pay,

makes its decisions quite explicit. However, Frazier teachers choose not

to inquire specifically about their percentage evaluation. A simple

calculation would tell them, even if they chose not to ask directly. We

found, however, that Frazier teachers had not performed that calculation.

This was also true of Wetherly's faculty. Most felt they were getting

performance pay but had not stopped to figure out how much.

How can performance pay act as a motivating force if teachers do not

know how much they are receiving, whether they are receiving it at all, or

what the possible range is? Once they know those things, it follows that

they should have some knowledge of how those decisions are made. How can

teachers be motivated to earn more performance pay without being apprised

both of the administration's criteria for performance and of their

strengths and weaknesses as measured against those criteria?
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It appears that making individual performance pay decisions known

to the entire faculty would be detrimental to faculty-administration and

interfaculty relations. Those teachers who indicated that the salary

system in their particular school had a negative effect on faculty rela-

tions generally attributed that effect to publicly known performance pay

differentials.

Another question in this vein is what percentage of the faculty should

receive performance pay. We conjecture that the overall effect on faculty

morale might be negative if only a few exceptional teachers were singled

out for financial reward for excellent performance. In fact, we did not

find any schools that did so.

For the schools in our sample that award performance pay, between 50

and 90 per cent of the faculty receive it. Administrators need the support

of the faculty to maintain a successful school; singling out a small number

of high performers would appear to engender some hostility on the part of

the faculty as a whole. If almost everyone receives it, however, is it

really performance-related? It is politically effective to state that

"almost all of our teachers are high performers." When almost everyone

receives performance pay, it becomes more a statement to the few who do not

receive it than to the majority.who do. One must distinguish between

amounts of performance pay and the fact of actually receiving it. For us,

it was evident that, unless performance awards were in the range of $1,000

or more, they were not a vital issue to teachers and frequently were not

even recognized.

We have therefore concluded that there are really three types of

performance pay: the "pat on the back" type that almost everyone receives;

the type that gives larger amounts to only a few people; and the one that
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does both. The first type is more a reward or way of thanking a teacher,

the second singles out high performers, and the third has a wide enough

range and enough dollars to do both.

Although some schools stated that performance pay could in theory make

up about 25 per cent of a teacher's entire salary, examination of actual

salary figures within a single school turned up few teachers having the

same advanced degrees and experience whose salaries differed by 25 per cent

on the basis of performance alone. In the schools we visited, therefore,

we conclude that the first type of performance pay, smaller amounts to more

teachers, is more common than the second type, larger amounts to fewer

people; but the third, or combination, approach is also prevalent.

When we undertook this study, the second type was what we had defined

the concept to be. We have found that, at most of the schools studied,

performance pay is more nearly typified by certain characteristics: it is

not very explicit; teachers do not know who receives or does not receive

performance pay; performance pay is generally awarded on the basis of

little specific evaluation of performance; it is awarded to a large number

of teachers; amounts of actual performance pay awarded annually are

generally modest--under $1,000; and the idea of performance pay typified

here has a high degree of support from faculty members who receive it.

Since we specifically selected schools that have made a strong

commitment to faculty salaries, these schools generally pay their teachers

relatively well--in comparison to other independent schools. But teaching

salaries are still markedly lower than those in industry and business, on

the average, and independent school salary levels still lag behind those of

comparable public schools. Seven of the schools are in the top 10 per cent

of NAIS salary ranges in their regions: Hilltop, Leslie, Seaforth,
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conclude that it is the particular salary system that accounts tor the

generally positive attitudes we found among teacher8 in all the sample

schools. Perhaps it is simply the level of salaries, rather than the

salary system, that determines teachers' opinions. We cannot discount this

logic. It seemed important, however, to select as models schools that have

made a high commitment to faculty .,ilaries.

Where do schools find the m_ney to increase faculty salaries? We

have distinguished several sources of income and methods of distribution:

tuition, endowment, workload variations, annual giving, auxiliary services

and enterprises, the particular structure of a school's staffing patterns,

and control over overhead expense. Seaforth, Hawthorne, Wetherly, and

Bristol have all experienced considerable increases in endowment recently

and have designated a portion of this new income specifically for faculty

salaries. Westmore, on the other hand, has almost no endowment.

Tuition is the major source of income in all the sample schools. The

faculty salary budgets at Neville, Frazier, and Westmore are based almost

entirely on tuition, which means that salary increases there must move in

tandem with tuition increases. In comparison to their regional indepen-

dent school competitors, however, several of the schools--Frazier,

Hawthorne, and Westmore--rank higher in salaries than they do in tuition

levels.

A few schools have made a conscious decision to increase workloads as

a means of raising salaries. In essence, this means that fewer teachers do

more work and that each teacher receives a correspondingly larger portion

of the funds available for salaries. Workloads may be increased in several

ways: by adding extracurricular duties without paying extra for them and



by increasing the number o[ classes taught, the number oi students in each

class, and/or the total number of ctudents seen per day or week. Hilltop,

Frazier, and Westmore all appear to use workload as a means of increasing

salaries. Their teachers seem to have more responsibilities than teachers

in the other schools. Hawthorne does not pay extra for extracurricular

duties, but teachers there take on such responsibilities in place of

another class section.

All schools seem to be making a particular effort to increase annual

giving, which generally comes either from parents of current students or

from graduates of the school. This income goes directly into operations,

whereas endowment income is often restricted to specified purposes.

Schools in our sample that seem to be particularly successful in raising

funds through annual giving are Neville, Frazier, and Westmore--none of

which is very highly endowed.

Increasingly, schools are attempting to use their facilities for

purposes other than purely academic ones. These auxiliary enterprises

supply additional income for the schools. Westmore is successful in this

area. Frazier operates its faciliti months a year and calculates

teachers' salaries on that basis. Its summer activities combine an

academic program and an extensive camp. Wetherly also operates both of

these activities, except that teachers who participate in either or both

are paid extra.

Differentiated staffing structures can account for increased salary

income. At Leslie, teachers' aides are employed to help regular teachers,

thus making it possible to have fewer full-time professionals on the

faculty. The aides, college graduates and often parents of Leslie students

who wish to help in the school, are paid hourly wages below faculty scale.
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also paid by the hour. Because they arc paid a fiat rate, they do not

to the sane degree as regular teachers do from the operation of the

salary system. They also receive no benefits. FravAor's 12-month year is

an integral part of the staffing structure. Teachers who choose to leave

for the summer to pursue academic interests or just to take some time off

have their pay reduced accordingly.

We found a few schools that seem to operate at lower than usual over-

head. Smaller schools--Hilltop and Bristol--followed this pattern. At

Seaforth, Neville, and, again, Bristol, administrators, including the head,

teach classes, which seems to reduce overhead as well as accomplish the

more obvious aim of involving all staff members in the pedagogical aspects

of school life. Hawthorne is a large school having only three full-time

nonteaching administrators. Many other schools have teachers performing

many administrative duties, from admission and college counseling to fund

raising and academic leadership. Frazier has a mathematics teacher who

doubles as the comptroller.

Generally, lower absolute overhead expense is easier to accomplish in

small schools and day schools than it is in large schools and boarding

schools. As enrollment increases, administrative duties such as admission,

college counseling, guidance, and even the business manager's work must be

undertaken by full-time staff members. Many small schools distribute these

duties among faculty members. In a few schools low overhead seems to leave

more money for salaries.

Responsibility for extracurricular activities seems to be treated at

two extremes: either a school pays nothing, treating compensation for such

activities as part of base salary, or pays extra for everything. A third



type of treatment Is to pay not extra, hut , instead (d having it hi.

part of hase pay, compensation for itivolvoment in extrocurrienhit ietivi-

ties is considered part of 1H pay And the hauiu of dooi:iionu

performance. Schools using this methodLeslie, !Icatorth, and Neville

treat extra activities as an integral part of a teacher's rei;ponsihilfty.

Participation is expected. At the other extreme, schools such 4:; FrieAfer

And Wetherly have a highly elahoi:ato scheme of compensation for extra

activities. Hilltop has very few such activities, but a good number of

those that do exist provide extra pay to the teachers who undertake them.

In the schools that offer no extra pay for extra activities, we found

some teachers who would prefer to paid for these. Coaches who feel they

give longer hours and summers, like those at Hawthorne, would like to be

paid for this time. We predict that there might be a movement toward

explicit compensation for these activities, particularly if a school is

having difficulty staffing them. It may be no accident that the ';wo

schools in our sample that have boarders--Frazier and Wetherly--also pay

teachers for the very necessary after-school and weekend activities that

take place in boarding schools. . Active-faculty-compensation committees

have mentioned 'that this issue may gain importance in the near future.

We have not attempted to treat the issue of nonsalary compensation in

detail in this report. A few comments by the teachers interviewed are

important to mention, however: Neville's cafeteria-style benefit plan,

Wetherly's mortgage subsidy plan for long-term teachers, its free day,

and its concept of treating a first-year teacher differently by giving

him or her a lighter load and by assigning an experienced teacher as mentor

who is considered outstanding in the new teacher's field. The mentor is

paid for this added responsibility. The mentor system is a creative and

6
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fruitful way to recognize the respective roles of new and senior teachers.

Tuition remission was mentioned by many teachers as being relevant to

the question of salary and has been considered at length by some faculty

salary committees. Some schools in the study once offered this benefit as

a courtesy to faculty members, and several still do. The schools that do

offer it find teachers often mentioning it as a benefit. Teachers who have

no children cite tuition remission as a differential benefit that is avail-

able only to those faculty members who have children. At Hawthorne, which

requires only those teachers hired since 1976 to demonstrate financial need

for their children to receive tuition remission, faculty compensation com-

mittee members mentioned that some teachers resent tuition remission, while

others resent having to apply for it formally. in single7sex schools--

Leslie, Frazier, Bristol--where do faculty children of the'other sex go to

school? The issues surrounding tuition remission for faculty children are

of interest in most of the schools surveyed.

How does the salary structure help administrators pay more to that

group of teachers they wish to reward most highly? Most heads indicated

that they would like especially to favor teachers who oeen at their

schools five to 10 years. Several salary systems specifically single out

that group. Wetherly stops rewarding experience beyond the eighth year.

Many schools consider years 5-10 to be the most productive ones for teach-

ers. But what message should schools-^ to faculty members beyond that

point? Figure 5, above, shows a fairly even distrbution over the range of

five-year intervals of the teachers interviewed., yet the mean number of

years of teaching is almost 14. If heads wish cri reward and encourage a

particule: ,ge or experience group, what messe.: should people who have

taught longer take from that feature of the siJary structure? Many
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teachers would like to leave teaching if they had other opportunities,

but they do not see other options.

This complicated issue cannot be addressed through the data gathered

in this study beyond the conjectural stage. But the issue is vexing. For

example, how does Bristol, whose salary structure does not give step in-

creases beyond year 15, deal with a faculty distribution that finds 11 out

of 25 teachers at that point? Since these teachers are well paid, will

they take the subtle message of no more increases, beyond inflation

increases, as a cue to move on? If so, where would they go? Other schools

ha7e "experience caps," too. With so many years in teaching, the option of

moving to other professions is reduced. Should salary systems encourage

teachers to leave after a certain number of years in order to bring in a

younger crop of teachers?

An issue only hinted at in this study is differential compensation for

teaching in fields in short supply. The nation--independent schools

included--is experiencing a severe shortage of qualified mathematics and

science teachers. Salary levels in independent schools are generally lower

than those in public schools, but the salary structures of many independent

schools have a degree of flexibility that those of public schools do not

The question is therefore "Do you pay extra for math and science

rs?" not "Can you?" A few schools--Hawthorne, Wetherly, and Bristol

that they are unwilling to do so. The heads of other schools--

Neville, and Frazier--say they might be willing tc do so if the

I'seeded qual:fied teachers that it could not find, but they have not

ad to do this. Still others--Hilltop, Seaforth, and Westmore--state

that .they are now paying mathematics and science teachers more but

do not say how much extra salary is paid. All of the heads admit that if

this is not now a problem it might be in the future.
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We tried to find out from some of the mathematics and science teachers

we interviewed whether they were being paid extra. Only a few felt they

were. Most did not know--another reflection of the fact that most teachers

do not know one another's salaries.

Very little has been written about faculty salaries in independent

schoo's. It is a complicated issue that touches on the essential inde-

pendence of these institutions. Independent schools are in a strong

position; as society becomes more disenchanted with public schools, more

families will turn to independent schools as an alternative. Operating an

independent school requires a delicate balance that includes attracting

qualified students, attracting and keeping outstanding teachers, and making

ends meet. There is a direct and spiraling relation between faculty

salaries and tuition, but with severe limitations on both. The salary

structure forms an important part of a school's ability to provide money

for faculty salaries in a way that is consistent with the philosophical

aims of trustees, parents, students, and administrators.

In this study, we have attempted to offer differing options for

faculty salary structures. We have attempted to classify these structures

according to the degree of explicitness they exhibit and to describe how

they operate in the schools we selected as being particularly good examples

of each type. The message from any series of case studies lies mostly in

the characteristics of each case.

We hope the schools we selected for study and the presentation of

cases around particular themes prove useful to readers. Most of the

conclusions--the important ones about how each of these structures might

operate in any given school--are left to the reader.
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isaue is discusaed more fully below in the section on teaching as a career.

Very few teachers evidenced discomfort over being evaluated by their

department heads, but not one teacher we interviewed had asked his or her

specific percentage rating. Several teachers expressed interest in serving

as department heads, if asked to do so. They mentioned the extra compensa-

tion involved, but considered the added prestige and responsibility the

main attraction of that job,,

Performance pay, ranging up to 30 per cent of teachers' salaries,

could be as much as 16,000 a year. It is impossible to remain on the

Frazier faculty for long with a performance rating of 80 per cent. After a

probationary period of about three years, teachers who are not perforag

in the 100 per cent range are in danger of losing their jobs.

On the next page is a profile for 1982-83 of three hypothetical but

typical Frazier teachers of varying ages, experience, and educational

background, having differing performance ratings and performing differing

extracurricular duties. The points and salaries accorded these conditions

are taken from Figures 1 and 2 rather than from actual salary figures.

4
Compensation for nonteaching responsibilities

The point system incorporates teaching and nonteaching responsibili-

ties. Extra pay is awarded for nonteaching responsibilities, and everyone

is expected to assume some of these extra duties. Heads of dormitories

receive additional points for their duties. A few teachers have no

coaching responsibilities, but they supervise other activities. It is hard

to find a teacher on the Frazier staff who does not have some

responsibility beyond teaching.

An interesting aspect of the Frazier system is that teaching,
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Experience

Beginner Middle-range Long-term

Age 25 37 50

Years of experi-
ience (points) 2 (4) 12 (24) 26 (45.5)

Degree B.A. (0) M.A. (4) M.A. (4)

Teaching base 80 80 80

Performance % 90% (72) 115% (92) 105% (84)

Extracurricular Coach 3 seas. Coach V. base- Yrbk. (35)

activities jr. schl. (16 ball (26 at 110% Internat.

+12 + 8 at = 29) Club (3)

110% = 40) Asst. V. wrestling

Study hall (2) (18)

Dept. chmn. (16)
Dorm head (6)

Point total 118 189 171.5

Salary ($130/point) $15,340 $24,570 $22,295

coaching, and extracurricular responsibilities are all treated similarly

under the point system. There are no "extras" at Frazier; all responsi-

bilities are treated equally. It is recognized that mathematics and

science teachers are difficult to attract, particularly to a school in the

Southeast. Mr. Frazier admits that he pays these teachers at slightly

higher rates.

Since immediate implementation of the system would cause some large

salary adjustments, both up and down, Frazier has been moving in that di-

rection for several years. At the time we visited the school, some faculty

members--those who had served on the committees that helped to determine

the point value of various jobs--had been aware of the point system for a

year or more. Most faculty members had learned of it more recently. While

salary decisions for 1983-84 were to be made mostly on the basis of the
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point system, final adjustments where the total number of points would mean

either a large jump or a large decrease in a teacher's salary were to be

achieved more gradually. Therefore, as of this writing, it is impossible

to comment on the effectiveness of the point scale system in operation.

The decision-making process

Most decisions at Frazier School, are made by Mr. Frazier. Every

teacher speaks of him and the school as being one and the same. Faculty

members have served on committees to 'help him determine the new system's

dimensions, but the impetus for that system's development and adoption have

come from the head's office. Mr. Frazier is comfortable with computers.

Microcomputers are visible in Frazier classrooms, and Mr. Frazier has an

Apple II computer right at his side in his office. The entire point system

has been computerized, with the aid of a VisiCalc program. Mr. Frazier

himself finally determines each teacher's point total, point value, and

salary. The floppy disks containing this information are his personal

property, which he locks away when he leaves the office.

Faculty members, especially those who have been at Frazier for a long

time, have felt included in the development of the salary system. Those

who served under the present head's father generally believe that this new

system will be an improvement. A few exceptions to that opinion exist,

however. Senior veteran teachers--a few--feel that the quantification of

commitment, loyalty, and responsibility will rob teaching and boarding

school life of its traditional aura. But these are teachers who felt well

treated under the old regime. It is clear that, when one is paid for quan-

tity of work, with age that quantity ultimately declines. The quantitative
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versus the qualitative aspects of the new point scale system have not been

clearly articulated. How this question will resolve itself as the system

goes into operation is not yet clear. The issue of a salary system based

on productivity and its impact on aging faculty members should be

considered, however.

Teaching as a career

Some Frazier teachers are worried about not being able to as, use the

additional responsibilities necessary to increase their incomes. If they

are already operating at the 100-120 per cent range in their teaching, it

would appear that only two ways exist for them to increase their salaries:

experience in teaching, points for which decline after 20 years of service,

and the probability that the value of a point will go up each year.

Some teachers are anxious about the limits of their productivity.

Many think they are already working very hard. Some worry that their

teaching suffers because of their extra responsibilities. With a 12-month

school year, some teachers feel that the psychic and physical renewal that

teachers in other schools experience during the summer months is not possi-

ble at Frazier. Thus the conflict between quantity and quality of work is

real for these teachers. Some worry about reaching the age when coaching

will no longer be appealing, when they will no longer want to raise their

families in a boys' dormitory (but will no longer be able to live rent-

free), when their productivity declines. Although they seem not to fear

losing their jobs, a decline in income seems to be a real possibility.

As a group, Frazier teachers are seasoned professionals. The average

teacher has been in the profession for about 14 years. More than 10 of

those years, as a rule, have been spent on the Frazier faculty. Neverthe-
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less, about three quarters of the teachers interviewed felt that, in mone-

tary terms, teaching was not a profession with a future. But with their

level of experience, it becomes more difficult to leave the field of teach-

ing, and most Frazier teachers plan to remain in the profession. Most

cited love of teaching and the lack of credible alternatives as reasons

for staying in a profession they consider to be inadequately compensated

without a second family income, no-rent dormitory life, or some other

source of additional income. More than half the teachers interviewed con-

sidered a move into administrative work desirable, both for the additional

salary and for the prestige involved. Department chairmanships were the

administrative slot most frequently cited. Teachers generally perceived

important decisions for Frazier as emanating from the administrative build-

ing, mostly from the head's office. A few teachers do admission, develop-

ment, or financial management work in place of some classroom assignments.

Less than 20 per cent of the Fri. er faculty is female. Although most

teachers agree that women are not paid any differently than men for the

work they actually do, it was universally admitted that many jobs at Fra-

zier are not open to female staff members. Coaching, dormitory super-

vision, and being "teacher in charge" (a higher-level supervisory

responsibility) are not available to women faculty members as extracur-

ricular responsibilities. Thus women do not have equal access to point-

generating activities, and the actual level of compensation for, them is

therefore substantially lower° At least one department chairman admitted

that, if a woman and a man were equally qualified for a teaching position,

the man would be hired. He would be able to coach, supervise a dormitory,

and "handle" potentially unruly adolescent boys. A courtly and genteel

attitude toward women is evident at the Frazier School.

71



Resoutce base for instructional salaries

Frazier is t:
nanciaLly sound without lie ing wealthy. its Lk! V .1_01thle t

staff is very ,wtive, and the head spends a considerable portion of his

time in fund-raising activities. Annual giving is quite respectable, and

the endowment is growing. Mr. Frazier is anxious to expand the school's

teaching staff, since teachers generally seem to be working quite hard, but

he is pledged to do this only if endowment is raised to cover the addition-

al expense. He has managed to add one teacher a year for the last several

years in this way without expanding enrollment. Tuition levels in south-

eastern independent schools are considerably lower, on the average, than in

other areas of the country. Frazier is near the top of the tuition level

for the region, and it is felt that tuition cannot continue to rise beyond

inflation levels.

Mos' of the current endowment has been raised in the last few years

for the express purpose of raising teachers' salaries. Mr. Frazier

estimated that this specific endowment had made a 12 per cent difference

in the median salary level for 1982-83.

From 1983-84 on, faculty salary increases are being accomplished in

two ways: by the value of a point increasing (about 8 per cent in 1983-

84), and by teachers increasing their total number of points through addi-

tional duties and/or increased percentage rating of teaching and coaching

quality.

Recent average percentage increases in salaries are as follows.



Year

1980-81

198L-82

1982-83

1983-84
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Average annnaL
,A increase

10.0

11..9

12.8

Summary

When asked to name the major objective of the school's salary

symtem, Frazier felt that rewarding performance was primary. Retaining

high-quality teachers and providing an equitable system were additional

objectives cited for the system as it presently exists.

To Mr. Frazier, the point system represents a way to quantify both the

quantity and the quality of performance at Frazier School. He sees such a

system as a means for rewarding major faculty contributors to the Life of

the school and as motivation for future contributions. He finds tAe salary

system in industry to offer some useful models for motivation by reward.

He hopes that as the system goes into operation it will offer flexibility

to adjust point ratings for particular jobs and equitably reward hard work

in the classroom, on the athletic field, and in extracurricular advising.

He sees future adjustments to the point value of particular responsibili-

ties as a cooperative administrative-faculty undertaking. He is anxious to

move what he has considered a set of subjective judgments about salaries

out of his hands into the hands of department chairmen, who are better

qualified to evaluate actual performance.



Hawthorne Country Day School

Hawthorne Country Day is a K12 day school in the Midwest having a total

enrollment of about 800 students. The school is physically divided into

two campusesthe lower (K-8) and the upper (9-12) schools- -both of which

ars located in affluent suburban areas outside a large city. Hawthorne

Country Day's history spans 50 years. The school began as an elementary

school for boys; the upper school has been in operation only two decades.

Coeducation was introduced at Hawthorne about 10 years ago, and the present

head has served in his post almost that long.

At an earlier point in its history, Hawthorne's salaries were decided

exclusively by the head, with no published scale or criteria. Current

teachers and administrators who served under the old salary system admit

quite candidly that gross inequities existed, especially with respect to

women and elementary school teachers.

In the early 1970's, mainly through the impetus of a few conc,2rned

faculty members, the faculty formed the Faculty Compensation Committee.

The committee developed a new salary system, with the approval of two

interim heads of school, and its introduction coincided with a change of

leadership for the school--a new, permanent head.

The major purposes of the first system the new head inherited,

according to one of the committee's original members, now a top adminis-

trator at Hawthorne, was adjustment of inequities. The first system was

tied to an affluent, well-paying local public school system, with salaries

for teachers having parallel qualifications pegged at $1,000 less than the

public school scale. When making these direct comparisons,

-72-
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inequities within Hawthorne of up to $5,000 annually were discovered. The

first system attempted to adjust these discrepancies. Some teachers highly

favored by the former salary rant hod-- mostly male upper school teachers- -

actually took substantial ctit.i In p,ty. This included members of the origi-

nal Faculty Compensation Committoo. All salary levels were openly set on

the basis of years of experience and degrees, with no performance pay

component in this first salary system.

Once the previous inequities had been rectified, the current system

began to evolve. Even the original committee was committed to the idea of

some sort of performance pay, yet its members felt that this sort of award

had to be added to an objective minimum salary base. During the present

head's tenure, the faculty salary system has passed through three phases:

first, the system based on public school salaries minus $1,000, which the

head feels was destined to be short-lived because it had no relevance to

independent school norms and financial realities; second, the development

of an acceptable performance component to add to an annually changing

minimum base, during which time the head felt they were all "annually

reinventing the wheel"; and, finally, the current system, combining bese

salary levels indexed to inflation and performance pay, with total annual

increases to consist of three quarters base salary and one quarter per-

formance pay. Almost ail teachers and administrators interviewed at

Hawthorne Country Day express a high egree of satisfaction with the

current system.

Description of structure

The minimum salary at Hawthorne is based on years of teaching

experience. Step 0 is for faculty members new to teaching, step 10 for
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10-yeur veterans, and of Experience at awth:)r-: riot differentiated

Crum ex.i,(!rience at other schools. The original scale ratios were con-

scdrted so that a beginning teacher's salary would be mile than doubled by

::tep 20. (TI e lx/2x relationships between B.A. B.A. + 20'and

,'elationships between M.A. + 3 and M.A. 4 Ae B.A. + 3 is

t!,e in he tainimum,r7Itios.)

r.ination of the 1982-83 and 1983-84 scales for base salaries as

shown in Figure 1 indicates that the minimum ratios still hold. Experi-

ehc, the oterminant of base salary, continues to be rewarded throughout a

teacher's career at dowthre. Previously, the experience scr.le topped off

a 20 years, re-:ently, mostly through the efforts of the Faculty compensa-

t )n 2 :-mittee, e twenty-first year has been added to the scale. Each of

tt next few years see the addition of another year to the top (shown

t
le botto7a of Figure 1) of the experience scale. Of course, 25-year

-vc-terans will have their salaries set on e.e year 21 position: on the scale

during *he fi...sn:year. of the e-C:ension of the minimum beyond 20 years, and

thus will not be fully compensated for their total experience.

Closer examination of these scales reveals three interesting' features.

First, year-to-year jumps are larger in the middle of the scale than they

are at either end. For example, on the 1.A. schedule, the difference in

the minimum between years 7 and 8 is 5 per cent, whereas the difference

between years 19 and 20 j6 3 per cent--d.;_fferentials built into the index

regardless of the per cent of new money infused annually into minimum

salaries. This is intentional. The head states candidly that the scale is

meant to reward teachers in their second five years more favorably.

Present data at Hawthorne show INIATq comparisons far more favorable for more

experienced teachers th?a for younger teachers.

8
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Figure
Hawthorne Country Day School: Indexed Schedule 1983-U4

B.A. Schedule

Base salary Dollar Per cent
S t Pp 1982-83 1983-84 increase increase

0 $11,650
1 $11,250 11,850 600 5.3
2 11,450 12,050 600 5.2
3 11,650 12,250 600 5.1
4 11,850 12,970 1,12C 9.4
5 12,547 13,961 1,144 9.1
6 13,244 14,411 1,167 3.8
7 13,941 15,132 1,191 8.5
8 14,638 15,852 1,1114 8.2
9 15,335 16,573 1,238 8.0

10 16,032 17,294 1,262 7.8
11 16,729 18,014 1,295 7.6
12 17,426 18,735 1,309 7.5
13 18,123 19,455 1,332 7.3
14 L8,820 20,176 1,356 7.2
15 19,517 20,897 1,380 7.0
16 20,214 21,617 1,403 6.9
17 20,911 22,338 1,427 6.8
18 21 :,08 23,058 1,-150 6.7
19 2,305 23,779 1,474 6.6
20 21J'02 24,500 1,498 6.5

21 271,699 24,855 1,156 4.8

M.A. Schedule

0 13,181
1 1L,731 13,381 650 5.1
2 12,931 3,581 650 5.0
3 13,131 3,781 650 4.9
4 13,331 4,591 1,260 9.4
5. 14,115 5,402 1,287 9.1

14,899 6,213 1,314 8.8
7 15,683 7,023 1,340 8.5
8 16,648 7,834 1,366 8.2
9 17,252 18,645 1,393 8.0

10 18,03'- 19,455 1,419 7.8
11 18,820 20,266 1,446 7.6
12 19,604 21,077 1,473 7.5
13 20,388 21,887 1,499 7.3
14 21,173 22,698 1,525 7.2
15 21,957 23,509 1,552 7.0
16 22,741 24,319 1,578 6.9
17 23,525 25,130 1,605 6.8
18 24,309 25,941 1,632 6.7
19 25,094 26,751 1,657 6.6
20 25,878 27,562 1,684 6.5

21 26,662 27,961 1,299 4.8
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Second, additional education is rewarded generously. The difterence

between the B.A. and M.A. scales is quite large. For example, at step 8,

the difference is about $2,000 a year. Hawthorne also gives major tuition

assistance to teachers pursuing advanced degrees.

Third, the "Per cent increase" column, on the right in Figure 1, indi-

cates that, though the entire minimum.salary scale was increased by 6 per

cent from 1982-83 to 1983-84, the increases were not uniform. The major

benefit of the increas_ was for teachers who had 10 years of experience or

Hawthorne pays its teachers well. P the median teacher's salary

and most experienced teacher's salary rr. ,yes fall into the top 10 per cent

of s.-,lary levels on the national NAIS scale. These are figures that the

head shares with the fact,lty and with which teachers are very familiar.

When the present faculty salary system went into effect about five years

ago, the beginning salary level at Hawthorne was in the 27th percentile

range of NAIS figures.

A major emphasis of the current system has been to raise beginning

1

salaries while rewarding all teachers fairly at the same Cme. The curr nt

level for beginning teachers is in the 50th percentile of AIS figures,

while the levels for middle-range and experienced teachers are over the

90th percentile. This has teen accomplished mainly by devoting the entire

increase of 11 per cent f-om 1981-82 to 1982-83 to the salary base; no

performance pay increases were given that year, and increases were concen-

trated at the lower levels. Still, most teachers interviewed feel that,

while the system does not work well to attract new teachers, it does

succeed in retaining good faculty members.

When teachers first come to Hawthorne, their beginning salaries are
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determined primarily u/ ao' thing ii i.r experience and education with the

base sala:y schedule shown in Figure 1. Experience in public and private

school is valued equally. Many teachers come to Hawthorne

schools. Although most rncoming teachers are paid according to Lle scale,

the head has als planned the budget to allow for "pre-Hawthorne merit" in

recruiting and hiring new teachers. Frequently, to attract a particularly

outstanding teacher who was well paid in his or her previous position, pre-

Hawthorne performance pay is added to the minimum salary. The head states

that "any experienced teacher coming to Hawthorne is, by definition, 'meri-

torious' from the evaluations that attracted us to him or her, but we have

built in pre-Hawthorne merit controls that are fair to our own people."

Performance pay

Performance pay is an important part of Hawthorne's salary structure.

Of the faculty members interviewed, a large majority agree with the concept

of differing pay for differing levels of performance. Such pay is di-

inLo two portions: accrued performance pay and the current year's

performance award.

A teacher's contract states all three components of his or her salary

explicitly: base salary, accrued performance pay, and current performance

award. Accrued percormance means that, as performance pay is awarded year

by year to a teacher, these amounts are cumulative. It is therefore impos-

sible for a teacher to receive a large performance award one year and to

have that award withdrawn the following year, even if quality of

performance-deteriorates.

Accrued performance pay is simply the sum of all such awards since the

system began in 1978. For the faculty, accrued performance awards range
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f, 0 to $5,000. This figure is added to a teacher's base pay before new

,ormance awards are considered. Actual performance award decisions are

made on very specific criteria, which are shown in Figure 2. These

criteria, developed quite recently, are available for faculty examination.

Teachers are evaluated primarily by their department chairmen, who visit

each teach,.r's class at least twice a year. Visits are announced in

advance. Principals of the upper and lower schools also visit classes.

Department chairmen meet with teachers afterwards, and evaluations are

recorded in writing.

The number of performance points awarded in each category is not

spelled out specifically, bui: faculty members are aware of these criteria

and their differential weightings. Teachers are not ranked, either by

department or within the school. Lower school criteria are less specific

and newer. Generally, teachers are interested in knowing the specific

criteria on which performance pay decisions are made, and the introduction

of these specific performance rating scales has been very favorably

received. "Fifth cLiwensice is Hawthorne's term for extracurricular

activities, which are uiscusse in the next section.

The proportion of a teach r s total salary th at could be attributable

t-) perforA5nce ranges up to 25 per cent Tcp administrators consider that

the quality of classroom instruction is the most important criterion for

such an award, along with the ability to work with students. The perform-

ance criteria reflect this.

Are teachers uneasy about Navin. such a high proportionof their

salaries potentially depend on the value judgments of others? The head

does not think so: teachers who are confident about thdir professional

abilities are not afraid to risk external judgments about the quality of
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Carries expected share of the load.

Ls a flair that attracts students and caise:, them to want to be

involved.

Has high expectation for development of skills or positive con-

tribution to the activity; real is tempered by an approach that most

students will find fair and reasonable.
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Criteria

1. Attains excellence in the classroom.

2. Supports education's need for cot-itment and professionalism

and is turned on by the challenges o: educating kilt.

J. Has an active interest in pursliinc .lote6ro:al

4. Works to maintain a constructive attitude, Tneral health,

and good attendance.

5, Is responsive to direction, willing to pick up slack, to have

team spirit.

6. Is committed to consistency and punctuality.

7. Is a ro model por the school's mottoes, "Fair Play" and

"That the Bettor Self Shall Prevail."



it !wit ormalice. Anotluu. administrator states that, while teachers would

like performance pay evaluations to be objective, to teil them exptibtly

how these debisionn ,ere ithld(!, point by point, might. be damaging to nomb

teachers' egos.

Since the inception of the present salary system, the target 'as been

to devote 7') per cent of the money for salary increases each year to the

salary ba!-;e and 2) per cent: to performance pay. In fact, in 1982-83, this

not done, in an effort to bring the starting salary from the 27th NAIS

percentile to the 50th. The overall increase of 8 per cent for 1983-84

was, however, divided according to that formula, with the average increase

to the scale being 6 per cent, or three fourths, and the remaining 2 per

cent going a a performance pay pool, evenly divided between upper and

lower school faculty members.

It Ls surprising to rind that so many teachers are positive about a

performance component that is as large as Hawthorne's, since it would seem

that inter Faculty relations might suffer as a result of large pay differen-

ces among teachers at the same level of education and experience. The

explicitness of the criteria for performance pay decisions, confidence of

teachers in their own abilities, and confidence in fair treatment by the

administration might explain this positive attitude.

Compensation for nonteaching activities

Hawthorne is philosophically opposed to extra compensation for extra

work. Faculty salary documentation includes mention of required nonteach-

ing dyties that are part of a teacher's contractual responsibility. To

quote the hoaoi irectly on the subject,



In ,1,1,1 ieut to te,ur r; I asses ret the i equ i.v111 ord. , all fttl I hilt

int tht r t .1w I ,ond.t.y earl y "I it Hi d linens ion" of add I Mari I

re spoil:: . The agg rega to of IS th diluent; Lon rep re-

sent H iustruetional 'leadership (i.e., deportment chairmanship),

extracurricular life, and advising ausignaents, which, together

with the euiri,olim,, comprrse Ilawthorne'r form 1. education Irr:o

gram. "Fifrh dimsisiou" assigi!ments are made on the basis of

mutually recogr,,/, I talents, ;L-, lad professional Lnelina-

trons. The tol employment agreement:. of each faculty member

eatls for "such ..oisonable extra duties" as may be determined by

the head of school - -upper or lower school principal.

Pl.'se "fifth drmension" responsibilities comprise the equivalent of teach-

ing one class per day. Individual advising, coaching, school newspaper,

dramatics, club sponsorship, and other such activities make up this list of

duties. In addlton, those. respon-ibilities that might otherwise be called

administration--admission work, department chairmanship, college counseling

--are also considered fifth dimension.

Some administrators teach fewer classes because of their particular

assignments. One teacher interviewed, who has been teaching over 20 years,

also assumes major responsibility for admission. This teacher is paid on

the teaching scale. That is to say, except for the three top administra-

_ors--h?,ad and upper and lower school heads--administrative and teaching

duties orne are considered comparable, in salaries paid, to teach-

ing. In other words, a move into administration is not a move "up." Some

teachers, particularly those who-7e dutic?R include long hours at school,

Saturday responsibilities, and summer commitments at the school, indicate

that they might like to be compensated for spending this extra time.

With a strong performance pay component, however, and no additional

compensation for extracurricular duties, it is easy for teachers to

perceive that performance awards from the school are for quality, not

quantity, or pf.,...'.r:,Imancr!. Whereas the performance criteria given in Figure
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t hoy con:;idor Lhoi Lhoil thAnol wotth to llowthoino 1:; do(Hdod

w intrily on thoit ond olfoct on !ft,udont!;.

ompdt.it iv int onnoti.on on throo typio,t1 but, hypoLhoticol Lou(!hol:;'

:ialorio in 19H2-83 will aomow;trnto how Hawthorne Country Day School':;

:;a1,try !.,;;;tom opt!raLos

Experience
Beginner Middle -range Long-tIci:m

kw 25 37 50

Year r :3 ()1 1!xpe r. i once 2 12 26

Deqn , B.A. M.A. M.A.

Base pay* $12,050 $21,077 $27,961

"Fifth Dimension" Coaching,
advising

Admission,
advising

School paper,
advising

Performance pay:
current year* $250 4800 $500

Accrued performance
pay* $250 $2,600 43,200

Total salary* $12,550 $24,477 $31,661

*Shown on annual contract

The decision-making process

The head of Hawthorne Country Day School is open about decisions he

is considering. The faculty appears well informed on the issue of faculty

salaries and u-11 acquainted with the figures published by NAIS. Teachers

also know the salary levels of competitive independent schools in the area.

The initial impact of the original Faculty Compensation Committee,

formed by faculty members themselves, was very powerful. It was the

faculty who perceived inequities in the salary system and addressed the
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t A m 1 , h u t l i l t . h i e t cc t :ottd I I , 1 1 e t ' o t mon! I i it he I v,ten t dimity and

,1111111t t cl i 01 al , n t . I t tilt loach 1 ty omipeir;a1 ion Comm i t.t 11t. 11111

t t,, tcccc =l wht, I ,t,o t ie! py ty;:;ed I (fl expa frm on of the expo I enee :,C Ii hey(dld

t htt 20-ye ir cacti I iarj iu the al..1. It, was the cummiLtee the ye,Ic helore

t hat lcI e d 1 1)1 111,1)()1 i t )11:ilittent-, ol the 1c: 11 i 119 tary 1ceve1., agai.ii w

A:; a matter of !eh, o I io I c> memi,,,rs of the Faculty Compen!;oLimh

(%Immittee serve ox officio on ti e Committee of the board of trus-

tees. The role of the faceL; _ee in actually determining salary

levels is advisory only. The rr advises the head, who actively

consults i.t in developing the G let. As f.e describes it, he "enfranchi-

ses" the committee into the aning process before making recommendationn,

to the Finance Committee. The final decision about the actual percentage

increase in t(-11 salaries is made by the board of trustees.

The exact process by which the Faculty Compensation Committee influ-

ences faculty salaries starts no later than early No,,ember, when the head

conducts a series of meetings with the committee in which he shares the

earliest drafts of the evolving budget for the coming year. He invites

reaction to those parts of the budget that directly or indirectly affect

the faculty. By early Januar- the head hopes to have developed fiscal

plans about which both he and the faculty committee feel satisfied.

The Finance Committee then receives the recommendations of the head on

tuition, compensation, annual giving,-and financial aid. The board makes

decisions about the overall rise in compensation and the budget's other

major determinants based on the Finance Committee's recommendations. The

head of the school then presents these board-approved recommendations to
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71.ittlitly less than halt the Leachers we interviewed are interested in

may' t= aiim:.itstraLive responsibilities, and these moves would not be f:or

I ail reasons. A majority are unsure about the long-term prospects at

lite in Leaching, even though many of those interviewed are veteran

teachet!- The average teaching experience for a Hawthorne teacher is 12

years, with eight of chose years at the school.

Ambivolence toward the teaching profession contrasts moderate pay

levels with gratifying personal experiences, a supportive professional

environment with the need for a working spouse. Despite tkis arrd nce,

most of the teachers we interviewed have made a lifetime c-mmitment to

teaching.

Resource base for instructional salaries

Within the last five years, Hawthorne has doubled its endowment,

earmarking most of the income from that new endowment for improving faculty

salaries. The present level of endowment puts Hawthorne within the top 10

per cent of all NAIS coeducational day s.:Thools in endowment per student.

Hawthorne has been able to maintain an active annual giving program, whose

proceeds are devoted to general operations of the school despite the gain

in endowment. Parents are active in an annual event devoted to faculty

professional development that has raised over $50,000 in each of the last

two years. Half has been spent for workshops, conferences, and under-


